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To the reader
§ Modern American business could drown in a flood of paper
work.
§ More than eight million people are striving to build a dike
against this rising tide of paper. Yet this clerical force—which has
grown five times as fast as the total population—still appears to
be inadequate to gain control over the rampaging flood of paper.
§ American business pays more than $70 billion a year in sala
ries to that clerical army of eight million people. But reliable
studies indicate that the white-collar worker’s production rate
is from 35 to 50 per cent of standard. Some authorities claim it is
even lower.
§ This bulletin—the fifth in a series of publications on manage
ment services—is designed to assist CPAs in assisting their small
business clients in obtaining their money’s worth from their
office expenditures.

Office Management
in the Small Business

Foreword
Statistics show that, on the average, one-half of every dollar
spent in office functions in the United States is wasted.
Some businesses do face up to the office problem, and take
effective steps to meet it. Others at least recognize it by making
common sense attempts to encourage all of their office personnel
to keep busy. But this, of course, does not really cure the problem,
for the sound practice of up-to-date office administration involves
the use of a technical body of knowledge which extends beyond
“common sense.” The office management function, moreover, can
no longer be merely delegated to a senior clerk or a head book
keeper. Today’s office manager must have a knowledge of the
theories of scientific office management, if the office is to be well
managed.
The progress made by large companies in raising the pro
ductivity of their offices is evidence of this. Those able to afford
office analysts, systems and procedures experts, and forms design
men, in addition to competent office executives, have made tre
mendous strides in increasing the productivity of their clerical
5

operations. Other large companies have engaged consultants to
survey and correct office practices. The work of these experts may
encompass specialized studies in office automation or the setting
of time standards for clerical workers. The management of most
big business offices now has all of the earmarks of scientific
management, and the constant effort and expenditure have en
abled these companies to realize far more than the average rate
of productivity.
But, what has the small business done?
How is it to justify the engagement of a full-time systems and
procedures expert or the installation of expensive tabulating
equipment? Because such expenditures can rarely be justified,
many small business managements apparently give up. It is
easier to pretend that office management problems are only
serious in big companies where the boss can’t see what’s going
on. Yet this is far from the truth. Regardless of its size, the office
is the nerve center of every business. It provides most of the facts
upon which operating or policy decisions are made.
Small businesses will generally agree that their greatest ad
vantage over larger competitors is their flexibility—their ability
to change directions more quickly to gain competitive advantage.
With big business offices now able to gather, sort, and report
facts through tabulators or computers in a matter of minutes, the
day may not be far off when big business will be able to make
informed decisions long before many small businesses know
what’s going on. Thus its most important advantage over big
business may ultimately be lost to the smaller business that con
tinues to neglect its nerve center.
W hat can small business do to raise the efficiency and produc
tivity of its office?
It can do the same things the big business does—identically, in
the case of functions such as personnel selection, testing and
training, and office organization—and similarly, if not identically,
with respect to mechanization. For example, a big business may
increase efficiency 25 per cent by putting the payroll on tab
equipment. The use of such data processing equipment may be
precluded to a small business; but a simple peg-board system
of payroll preparation might well increase its productivity more
6

than 25 per cent. Thus, both the large and small office will have
experienced similar gains—merely through utilization of what
might appear to be radically different “instruments of mechani
zation” in each circumstance.
This bulletin will attempt to demonstrate that there are as
many, if not more, methods for increasing productivity in the
small office as are available to big business. The problem of
increasing productivity in the small office does not appear to lie
in the availability of tools to increase it, but in their adoption.
There are too many small offices that do not have adequate, if any,
supervisory or management attention paid to them. CPAs, in re
viewing their smaller business clients, could probably provide
the best evidence of the numbers of smaller businesses that dele
gate the conduct of their offices to a diligent, well-meaning senior
clerk or head bookkeeper who conceives of his function as being
one of merely getting the work done—never mind how. However,
even the competent officers may find it difficult to make progress.
Two obstacles evidently impair their ability to raise the produc
tivity of their offices:
1. The managements of smaller businesses do not take their
offices, or their office managers, seriously. The sales-oriented
management may shun paper work; the production-minded man
agement is probably dedicated only to raising plant efficiency.
A study of their office showing it to be 40 per cent productive
would probably be the only way to open their minds to the need
for improvement.
2. The small office supervisor often has no one to whom he can
turn for evaluation of his own ideas or to assist him in some of
the more technical matters of office administration in which he
does not feel completely adequate. While he may be pretty sure
the purchase of a $3,000 bookkeeping machine would pay for it
self in a year and could, further, provide the “input” mechanism
for producing the punched tapes he has read about, he’s really
not positive it will work. He needs advice and support.
The CPA is in a position to help in several ways. He can alert a
negligent management to the significance of office operations and
advise them on where and how to improve them. Moreover, the
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CPA can often sell improvements more convincingly than the
office supervisor because he can support his suggestions with
evidence gathered during an independent observation of the
client’s office operations. In addition, the CPA is often the only
one available to provide the necessary technical advice and
assistance.
It hardly needs to be added that the CPA, like the trained office
manager of today, must have a knowledge of the techniques and
theories underlying office management. Within its limitations,
this bulletin will attempt to orient the reader to certain of the
techniques of modern office management. Even those who have
had previous experience in the areas covered may welcome the
bulletin as a useful refresher.
The techniques to be described here can be effectively adopted
by any small business to increase the productivity of its office.
The more advanced techniques—office automation or the use of
time studies, for example—will not be given thorough treatment.
These tools can be of value to some businesses; but their ap
plicability to the smaller office is dubious. In any case, too many
small businesses must catch up with big business in the basic
office management areas before they put the stop watch on the
office personnel or experiment with other refinements. This bul
letin will concentrate on two of the primary resources from which
the small business can achieve more output—its personnel and
office methods. People and procedures are at the heart of every
office operation. The pages that follow will help the CPA to
review how his clients’ employees are hired, whether they are
basically competent, whether they have been well trained for
their jobs, whether they have the best tools to perform their tasks,
and whether their jobs are properly organized, simplified and
supervised.
Section I will deal with office personnel—their selection and
training. Section II will deal with procedures—office organization,
work simplification and measurement, forms design and control
and other techniques which can be profitably applied to the
small business office.

8

IN C R E A S IN G P R O D U C T I V I T Y IN T H E S M A L L
O F F IC E T H R O U G H P E R S O N N E L

I t is generally conceded that the ultimate fate of a business
depends on its employees. The competence of management is
obviously the chief determinant; but the abilities of people right
down the line will contribute significantly to a company’s suc
cess or failure.
In spite of this accepted fact, it is startling to see how many
offices are staffed with people that are distinctly not up to par.
Some managements will dismiss the low quality of their office
staffs by explaining that competent help is hard to find and, after
all, clerks come pretty cheap. This attitude is not shared by the
better informed managements. They point with pride to their
offices—and have reason to do so. There is distinct evidence
that the vast majority of companies in the latter category come
from the ranks of big business.
Big business, through its own or outside personnel experts,
coupled with its financial ability to invest heavily in screening,
selecting and training office staffs, may appear to possess advan
tages that would preclude the smaller business from adopting
the same practices. This has already been refuted by many
small companies which have turned their attention to this prob
lem and established formal, up-to-date personnel programs. The
successful managers of both large and small businesses have
proved that the return on their investment fully justifies the ex
penditure—and the investment need not be substantial.
9

How can a small business adopt the techniques of big busi
ness in selecting and training its office personnel? Isn’t this a
highly complex process, involving social and psychological con
siderations and requiring the skills of an industrial relations
expert? The answer is no. To be sure, a personnel expert can
definitely assist a business in establishing and operating a pro
gram; but he is not essential to improving selection and training
at the clerical level.
Can a CPA, then, aid a small business in its personnel selec
tion? The answer, of course, is that he can be of considerable
assistance if he is familiar with up-to-date methods of recruit
ment, screening, interviewing, clerical testing, orientation and
training. The acquisition of a working knowledge of certain of
these functions may require some further study on his part; but
none are particularly difficult to master.
This section of the bulletin will briefly review selecting and
training to achieve the most productive office staff possible.

Recruiting office workers and
where to fin d them
Unless a small business is able to develop sources which can
provide a reasonable number of job candidates, it will be ham
pered in the rest of its selection program. A scarcity of appli
cants will usually lead to the acceptance of almost anyone.
The first step in the selection process is, therefore, the stimu
lation of an adequate supply of candidates. An illustration, pre
sented later in this bulletin (pages 48 to 61), discloses a some
what unique approach suggested by a CPA to his client.
The two principal sources of applicants are, of course, news
paper ads and employment agencies. No trick to that, one might
say—just call them up and place your order. The successful
recruiting experiences of many companies indicate that this is
not entirely true.
It pays, for example, to devote some care to the preparation
of a newspaper advertisement. As in any other form of adver
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tising, the advertiser is trying to sell something. W hat does the
company have to sell? Short working hours, good salaries, liberal
vacations, opportunity for advancement, insurance benefits, sick
leave, a training program—or perhaps air conditioning or just
a congenial working climate? These advantages ought to be
cited in an ad; they will enhance its effectiveness. But signifi
cant disadvantages should also be mentioned—a difficult location
or irregular working hours. The ad, in short, should provide
“sell,” but, more important, enough information to enable an
applicant to determine whether the company will be interested
in him.
The creation of effective ads can be a difficult and time-con
suming chore. However, there are hundreds of small advertising
agencies throughout the country which would welcome the op
portunity to assist in the preparation of ads. In terms of com
pensation, most of the agencies will be satisfied with being
allowed to place the ad with a newspaper and to collect the usual
commission for doing so. Moreover, the knowledge and experi
ence of the agencies in setting up ads can often save advertising
dollars. It is important, however, to make sure that the agencies
understand the requirements of the job and the necessity of ob
taining final approval from company executives on any adver
tising approach.
Employment agencies are valuable sources of clerical help if
they are effectively used. One must be sure, of course, that the
selected agencies are ethical and competent. They can do a bet
ter screening job for a small employer, if they become thoroughly
acquainted with its management, its environment and its poli
cies. Representatives of the agencies should be invited to visit
the company; the tours will help to establish a closer working
relationship and will insure a mutually beneficial meeting of the
minds.
Reputable employment agencies are usually headed by people
who have had extensive experience with personnel matters. The
small businessman and the CPA who are working together to
improve selection and training procedures might profit by ob
taining such a person’s ideas over lunch one day.
Another method of recruitment which is growing in importance
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as competent office help becomes harder to find is employee
referrals. A recent survey disclosed that referrals now rank as
the third most productive source in recruiting. Some business
managers object to this practice on the ground that employees
may be offended if their friends are rejected or that if one quits,
both quit. Others argue that the rules of internal control may
be violated if the bookkeeper’s kid sister is hired as a typist.
Nonetheless, recruiting through employees has become an in
creasingly popular practice. In fact, as a means of encouraging
employees to sell the virtues of working for “their” companies,
some companies offer bonuses or other financial rewards to an
employee responsible for the recruiting of another. These busi
nesses—generally located in tight labor areas—reason that they
will probably end up paying an employment agency fee in any
case. Because the payment of a bonus will make an existing
employee happy, they gain two ways.
In the words of a venerable proverb, birds of a feather flock
together. If Mary is bright, conscientious and well-mannered,
it is likely that her friends or relatives will possess similar char
acteristics. A company that discourages employee referrals might
be well advised to reconsider its objections, in view of the suc
cess many companies have experienced with it.
Another neglected source of recruits, generally of the inex
perienced variety, are schools. Large companies probably have
an advantage in their relationship with this source. They contact
the schools much more often; they have fairly standard require
ments and they are almost always in the market for employees.
All this simplifies their relationships with the schools. Because
of its sporadic personnel needs and its lack of personnel staff to
maintain contact and precisely define its needs, the small com
pany is seemingly at a disadvantage. Nonetheless, some small
business firms have effectively exploited schools as a recruiting
source. The secret of their success appears to rest on the schools’
deep interest in the reputation of the employer, in the nature of
his policies and in the working environment which he provides.
They have obtained the co-operation of the schools by taking the
trouble of establishing a reputation as good employers. To fur
ther the relationship, many local businesses visit local schools,
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and take an interest in school projects—participating, for exam
ple, in “career days” or in guidance programs. Some host the
commercial teachers whenever a new business machine is in
stalled in the office or on similar occasions. Others have enhanced
their reputation by contributing used office machines or shop
equipment to local schools. The company can often obtain a
tax deduction for the market value of depreciated assets while
promoting good will with a recruiting source at the same time.
In short, small companies would be well advised to devote
some attention to this source of personnel. W ith only slight
effort, in most cases, a business can often gain access to top
flight people instead of settling for the less talented who come
from other recruiting routes. One local company, with an excel
lent reputation in town, plus a systematic program for identify
ing and developing superior office employees, now boasts that
eleven of the fourteen girls in its office ranked at or near the top
of their commercial classes at the local high school. They have
made it a practice to employ one or two of these girls at the end
of each school semester. They have found that their normal turn
over of clerical personnel permits them to maintain this cycle at
practically no extra salary cost.
Most personnel experts believe that the recruiting process
is one of the important bases of a successful personnel program.
If management complains about office efficiency, it may prove
interesting to ask them how they find their office staff.

The application, interview
and reference check
T hese three elements are extremely important in the hiring of
office staffs—or, for that matter, of anyone in the organization.
The use of an application form, properly designed or selected,
can serve as a valuable aid to evaluation. Unless complete in
formation is obtained, it is extremely difficult even to begin the
appraisal process. In the large organization, which is able to
afford skilled interviewers, certain abbreviated application forms
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are common. In the absence of expert interviewers, however, a
full application form which includes questions on one’s interests,
health record and financial responsibilities ought to be required.
It will insure that all pertinent information is placed in front
of the lesser trained interviewers—thus reducing the chances for
error in selection, merely because the interviewer forgot to ask
a pertinent question. Not many small businesses have trained
interviewers on their staffs. Yet, few utilize the application form
to best advantage—and, surprisingly, some ignore it entirely.
An interview, of course, is a universal practice in the selection
of office help. But who does the interviewing? W hat is dis
cussed in the course of it? If the function is left to a poorly quali
fied interviewer, another valuable selection device will have been
wasted. Good interviewing is a technique in itself, and a small
business can profit by having some of its supervisors or managers
learn more about the subject. Further education can be ac
quired by buying a book for a few dollars—or by enrolling in a
special training course that might cost a thousand dollars or more.
The reference check, for some reason, seems so anti-climactic
that it is often neglected. The personnel expert in big business,
with all his ability and experience in using selection devices, will
rarely fail to check an applicant’s references. It is strange that
the smaller business, which does not possess a qualified per
sonnel man who might pass an expert judgment on applicants,
will often ignore this important factor.
The proper selection of competent office employees depends—
at least in part—on obtaining a proper application form, con
ducting a worthwhile interview and checking references. The
CPA advising his client on the improvement of his office staff
selection should not fail to see that deficiencies in these basic
areas are corrected.

The clerical testing program
The selection of the right office worker and the placement of
him in the right job can insure the fullest utilization of human
capacities in increasing the output of the office.
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Testing is at the heart of this process. Certain disagreements
exist among the experts as to the value of personality tests,
“temperament schedules,” and other controversial tests, but there
is virtual unanimity in recognizing the value of clerical tests.
There are important differences between the two. The encour
agement afforded in this bulletin for CPAs to become better
acquainted with clerical testing procedures does not extend to
those tests which are rooted in psychological matters. These are
best left to the trained specialist.
It is well accepted that a clerical testing program, properly
established and used, is in itself all that is required to improve
tremendously the selection process. Office employment is one
of the few areas of occupation where the value of tests is well
established, by research and experience. In the majority of
clerical jobs, unlike some others, strengths in personal char
acteristics can never overcome weaknesses in aptitude, basic
skills, or learning ability. These can be detected through a sim
ple testing program.
Yet, the adoption of clerical testing programs in small busi
ness is retarded by the misconception that a personnel specialist
is required to install, conduct, or evaluate the tests. As long as
the requirements of a job are primarily of a physical n a tu re involving, for example, typing speed, shorthand ability, or speed
and accuracy in checking—the testing process is not complicated.
On the contrary, it is rather simple. The values of even the sim
ple testing process, however, depend on a number of factors.
Anyone considering the adoption of a testing program must rec
ognize the following principles involved in the successful use of
clerical testing.
1. The tests must be carefully selected or developed and must
be valid. Tests that measure the wrong abilities, that are too
easy or too difficult, or that place a premium on special types of
experience or training will generally give poor results. Further,
unless the tests used have been proven to be valid, there is abso
lutely no sense in giving them in the first place. Obviously, most
small businesses do not have specialists capable of developing
tests or “testing the tests” for validity. But they do not need
15

them. There are many excellent and time-proven clerical tests
available from reputable organizations. A CPA assisting a small
business client in the selection of these tests would do well, if
in doubt, to consult a personnel specialist or otherwise thor
oughly investigate the source and background of the tests. A
valuable source of guidance or comparison might be a larger
client who uses a testing program, or another CPA who has had
experience in this area or who could investigate the tests used
by his larger clients.
2. The testing program must be well administered. While a
clerical testing program is basically simple, an adequate pro
gram cannot merely be purchased, installed by anyone, and left
to run itself. The standard tests of reputable publishers all con
tain standard instructions, which must be conscientiously fol
lowed. The program must be carefully planned by competent
persons, and everyone connected with the program must thor
oughly understand both its mechanics and its purposes. Those
who will give the tests, while they need not be highly trained
in personnel matters, must be thoroughly trained in how and
under what conditions the tests are to be given. Executives and
first-line supervisors must be given some instruction in the pro
gram in order that they can intelligently participate in evalu
ating test scores. And perhaps, most important of all, is the need
of administrative follow-up and review. If the testing program
is allowed to degenerate—for example, if the tests are given in
slipshod fashion, or if minimum acceptable score standards are
not maintained—its benefits will be lost and it will just become
another burden. Testing must be a serious matter, consistently
applied in a manner which will assure that each applicant’s per
formance will be typical of his abilities and that interpretation
of results will always be based on similar standards. Only proper
administration will insure this.
3. Clerical testing it not infallible. While tests can be the
principal determinant, tests cannot be allowed to be the final
determinant of employment. A wrong choice might often be
made, since not every applicant who scores high in tested ability
will have the work habits and attitudes that are essential.
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This statement may appear odd in view of the fact that clerical
testing has been well established. To believe that a secretary,
however, can be selected on the basis of high clerical test scores
alone would be perilous. Test scores can only supplement the
findings of personal interviews, references and other steps in the
selection process. Further, test scores must be weighed in consid
eration of the whole person—including the defects and strengths
of the applicant as determined from tests and other sources and
the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the supervisor. In short,
then, clerical tests can only be a valuable tool when integrated
into the entire selection process.

W hat types o f tests can predict
clerical success?
T here are, in general, four types of tests used in clerical testing
programs:
1. Tests designed for the purpose of measuring an applicant’s
learning ability. Why is this important on the clerical level?
If she knows how to type well, isn’t this enough? After all, she’s
not being paid to think. This attitude is likely to be a costly
one, particularly in a small office where constancy of function
is not so likely to be patterned as in the large office. If an appli
cant is unable to exhibit the ability to learn the immediate job
quickly—as well as future jobs—much is lost. As an example,
assume the learning period on a clerical job—that is, the period
of time required, on the average, to attain full efficiency—has
been six weeks. Applicants of superior learning ability will be
at top productivity sooner than six weeks, those lower than stand
ard will take longer. The effect on costs is obvious, but consider
the chart shown on page 18.
The shaded area is profit if employee A is selected instead of
employee B, with further profits accruing from less supervisory
training time. And remember that this relationship will occur
each time changes occur in the job or the employee is asked to
learn something new. The potential savings in the office through
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selection of people with average or better-than-average learning
ability becomes even more dramatic when the high rate of turn
over ordinarily found in clerical personnel is considered. With
the tenure of a new clerical worker likely to be limited, it is even
more important that maximum effectiveness be reached quickly.
And for those that do not turnover? The tests of learning
ability will have identified the promotable applicants—and the
office staffed with promotable people can generally help to keep
salary costs down by permitting the employment of new people
on lower levels, while at the same time keeping employee morale
high by advancing people from within the organization to more

PERCENT OF
PRODUCTIVITY

responsible positions. A word of caution is in order here. It would
be a tragic error to hire geniuses for file clerk jobs. On the con
trary, the learning ability test will help to identify these potential
turnover cases—for applicants with extremely high scores may
become bored if the requirements of the job are too simple. Test
norms ordinarily enable the user to identify applicants that fall
within certain ranges of ability. Those with too little—or too much
—for a particular job are quickly spotted.
An example of norms, used in the scoring of tests, is included
in an illustration later in this bulletin (pages 48 to 61).
Tests of learning ability vary. Some are rather specialized;
others are more general. The selection of the best type of test
for the small business, where office work may not be highly
specialized, is an important matter. Care and expert counsel
are in order if doubt exists.
2. The clerical battery is rarely complete without a test of
speed and accuracy, generally a Name and Number Checking
Test. This type of test has become standard in almost every com
pany using clerical testing programs. It is one of the best pre
dictors of the probability of satisfactory performance on the job.
The tremendous values of speed and accuracy in clerical work
probably need not be dramatized. If Betty works 10 per cent
faster, with equal accuracy, than Jane, her contribution to office
productivity is obviously greater. In a big business engaging a
large group performing a similar clerical function, nine Bettys
will be about as productive as ten Janes. In a small office, the
same benefits will accrue from the proper selection of the faster
and more accurate staff.
3. The third type of clerical test measures specific skills re
quired for a particular job. Included in this group are perform
ance tests of typing and stenography, spelling, arithmetic com
putations, coding, reading ability and grammar, alphabetizing
and others. Obviously a typist should know how to type and a
bookkeeper should be able to quickly and accurately add, sub
tract, multiply and divide. Such is the simple purpose of tests
of specific skills. Again, there are many time-proven tests avail
able which eliminate the need for a small business to develop
19

its own. Some businesses are reluctant to use standard tests on
the grounds that special terminology, vocabulary or office ma
chine problems are encountered in their particular organization.
It is well to keep in mind that the applicant with the required
basic skills and adequate learning ability will generally be able
to pick up the special requirements quickly. “Special require
ments,” therefore, should not be allowed to serve as an excuse
for dismissing the testing of basic skills.
4. Other types of tests, less often included in the clerical bat
tery, are “personality” or “temperament” tests and “interest in
ventories”
A personality test and an interest test are not the same thing.
An examination of an applicant’s interest, simply stated, is
intended to provide a basis for evaluating his probable interest
in his job. Used by trained testers, interest inventories can be
of value.
Personality tests differ to the extent that they attempt to offer
some insight into the temperament of the applicant—measuring,
for example, the dominance of his personality and the level of
his ambition or aggressiveness. Used by an experienced psychol
ogist, these tests may have some value, but there is considerable
debate on this point, even among psychologists. Personality tests,
used by the inexperienced, can be extremely dangerous. The
amateur psychologist will come to wrong conclusions more often
than not and the inclusion of personality and interest tests in the
clerical battery requires that the strictest consideration be given
to (1) who will evaluate them, and (2) if used, what emphasis
will be given to them in the over-all score. In all likelihood the
small business without an industrial psychologist ought to ignore
this type of testing—at least until better evidence of its value
is forthcoming.
For the small business that does not have a psychologist or
trained personnel man, there is, however, an obvious, if unsci
entific, method of gaining some insight into an applicant’s tem
perament and personality. Simply observe the applicant during
the interview, and particularly during the testing process. What
attitudes does the candidate reflect while taking the tests? Is
20

he co-operative, willing, critical, nervous, conscientious, relaxed,
sincere? The individual administering the tests, if competent and
conscientious, can learn a good deal about attitudes and tempera
ment. The danger here is that the overzealous tester or interviewer
may read into the situation attitudes or characteristics that are
irrelevant. If the person giving the tests tries to do another job
at the same time or otherwise does not devote full attention to
the testing, the full benefits of the observation process cannot be
realized.
It is with respect to this latter type of test, particularly, that
consideration might be given to having employees tested by a
reputable “testing center.” There are many of them. In addition,
some CPA firms are staffed to render employee testing services.
It is rarely necessary to use an agency for the general run of
clerical testing; but perhaps a small business, with such outside
facilities available, would be better advised to have the entire
clerical battery given for them by one of these agencies—at least
until some experience with the testing processes is gained.
Four types of tests have been described in the foregoing pages.
The inference should not be drawn that a clerical testing battery
must include all four types, or three, or two. Some concerns find
that the use of only one type of test is helpful to their selection
process, and is all that is necessary. A recent study of orders
placed by businesses for the purchase of clerical tests indicated
that 78 per cent were for one test, 13 per cent ordered two tests,
and 9 per cent ordered three or more tests. Estimating a rough
adjustment for separate orders placed by the same firm, it was
still concluded that at least one-half of the firms using any tests
at all are using just one test. Another third are using just two
tests and not more than one firm in six is using three or more.
This sampling included a large proportion of rather small busi
nesses. Intelligence tests and clerical aptitude tests made up a
little better than half of those ordered in this sample. Mechanical
aptitude tests were ordered almost as frequently as clerical ap
titude tests. Interest inventories and personality or temperament
tests trailed far behind the others.
An illustration in this bulletin (pages 48 to 61) describes how
a CPA assisted a small business in establishing a clerical testing
21

program, and provides interesting facts on the cost incurred to
purchase clerical tests. The low cost, in this illustration, is typical
and the cost of the tests themselves is within easy reach of any
small business. Moreover, the establishment of a testing program
for office workers is not reserved to personnel experts. After a
little careful study, the CPA can assist a small business manage
ment in installing a profit-building selection program. If, after
further study, he has some doubts about his competence to pro
ceed, he should seek the guidance of a reputable personnel spe
cialist during the development of the proposed program. It will
then be the CPA’s responsibility to follow up the program con
tinuously to assure that its potential is fully realized. However,
once he is familiar with the basic techniques, the CPA should
be able to conduct the follow-up process competently and to de
velop similar programs for other small businesses.

Orienting and training the office sta ff
The finding and hiring of the right office worker does not in
sure that maximum productivity will automatically follow. Proper
selection must be followed up with proper orientation and train
ing of the new employee.
Many companies, however, neglect this important step. They
may have an effective testing program; but once an applicant
has been selected he is too often given a desk, receives a few
hurried instructions, and then is left to his own devices. Even
if his own devices appear adequate, there is certain to be a tre
mendous loss of productivity in this practice. Moreover, the em
ployee’s morale is likely to decline in the absence of a systematic
program to acquaint him with the company and to train him in
his new position.
A far larger percentage of big businesses have orientation and
training programs than do small businesses. This seems contra
dictory, in terms of need. In the larger office, with its higher
forms of mechanization, automation and employee specializa
tion, it might be expected that the new employee would be shown
a typewriter, briefly instructed on the job and left alone to con
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centrate on a single function. Yet, in most large companies, the
new employee is usually asked to participate in a formal orienta
tion and training program.
In the small office, however, where the “new girl” will gener
ally have a host of jobs to perform, there is rarely a formal effort
to provide thorough instruction on how those jobs can be effi
ciently handled. The education in the demands of the job is too
often left to chance. Admittedly, trial and error eventually im
plant the function in the employee’s mind and she may become
proficient. But by this time a considerable number of lost hours
may have resulted, and the mistakes may well have alienated
customers and created more work for co-workers. In addition,
the employee will have developed her own habits, and changed
the job to the way she thinks it is best done. When she leaves
and is replaced by another carefully selected employee, the same
routine of self-development is repeated—with its attendant loss
of productivity and rearrangement of the job. By this time the
procedures originally established for the job have probably been
so rearranged that the work is now done by virtue of private
arrangement of the office staff.
Consequently, in the small office, where flexibility of office
staff is extremely important, an orientation and training period
should be far more important than in the large office staff. Yet,
how many small businesses train their new employees, particu
larly during the first few months of employment, in order to
insure maximum productivity?
The orientation process is relatively simple. If a little time is
devoted to helping a new employee to get a good start, the in
vestment will pay dividends. It must be remembered that a new
job or a first job is a major adventure in anyone’s life. The first
weeks in a new office will produce apprehension and other ad
justment problems in varying degrees, depending upon the char
acter of the individual. The new employee’s reactions to co
workers, superiors and many seemingly insignificant matters will
influence his attitude and determine the quality as well as the
quantity of his work for a long time to come. Small businesses,
which are generally intimate units, should have less difficulty
in quickly making the new employee a part of the family. But
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this welcoming attitude is not all that is required. Company poli
cies, history, products, office rules, employee benefits—all these
should be thoroughly explained again, because the information
imparted during the earlier interview may now have been for
gotten. This may well prevent some later costly misunderstand
ings. The new employee should be taken on a short tour of the
plant—and some of the other office staff might be invited to join
the tour because people can often do a better job if they are in
touch with what goes on in other areas of the company.
An employee handbook is an invaluable tool in the orientation
process. The small business need not have a lengthy four-color
book. A mimeo copy of a personal letter from the owner or presi
dent, in which all pertinent matters are explained, is often a
good start. Dressed up a bit, this same letter might also be pre
sented to prospective employees, as a recruiting tool.
The preparation of an employee handbook is easy once all
sources of information—such as administrative memos, person
nel announcements, insurance handbooks and general notices—
are gathered together.
Included in this bulletin (pages 75 to 82) is an illustration
of how a CPA assisted a small business in the development of
an employee handbook. It should prove to be a useful guide in
determining which matters can valuably be included in such a
document.
An office training program cannot be entirely standardized.
Each business must study its own needs and decide in which
areas its staff can most profitably be trained. Methods of training
will vary, too, depending largely on the number of people to be
trained in each area. Continuous training and review of general
office procedures is beneficial. For example, the use of the multi
lith equipment or copying machines, or the set-up of letters, can
be periodically reviewed in groups. For the smaller office staff,
most other training will be on an individual basis.
The small organization, unfortunately, does not always have
a person of competence or experience to teach those who want
to improve. It would be well to encourage employees to attend
business schools or colleges at night. An evening or two a week
with all expenses paid, for training in job-related subjects, can
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not help but make them more productive. This is a common
practice in big business today. It has paid dividends even when
the high turnover rate of clerical workers is considered. An argu
ment often advanced against offering training of this type is that
clerical workers are not interested in devoting their leisure time
to furthering their own knowledge. This is true in many cases,
but it is a serious error to assume that all young people are in
different to acquiring new talents and abilities. If the right peo
ple have been engaged in the first place, most of them will be
interested in learning, to improve their performance in a jo b recognizing that this is the best route to more responsible posi
tions and to higher salaries.

Sum m ary
I n determining if a small business client is realizing the fullest
productivity from its first basic office resource—people—the CPA
ought to begin by examining and evaluating the selection and
training procedures of his client. These important functions are
generally performed by the office managers and controllers of
large business. The management of a small business, unable to
enjoy the benefits of such full-time talent, is likely to rely on the
CPA for advice.
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The office with superior personnel and equipment can realize
its full potential only if its systems and procedures are carefully
planned, periodically reviewed and effectively carried out.
This is another area in which CPAs can aid a small business
management. Many CPAs apparently believe that the rendering
of such assistance requires an industrial engineering background
or some highly specialized training. This may be partially true,
in the more advanced stages, but the techniques to be utilized
in aiding a small business are within the competence of most
CPAs—or a familiarity with them can be easily acquired.
Because a small office is rarely as complex as a large organiza
tion, it may be argued that systems audits or formal office pro
cedures really have no place in the small enterprise. But the
argument is not too convincing. The way people do (or don’t do)
their jobs is just as important in a small business as in a large one.
A searching review of the techniques covered in this section
will suggest methods by which virtually every management can
reduce office costs or, better yet perhaps, can obtain greater value
for the same expenditure.
The first part of this section will examine the structure of the
office, its supervision, its manuals of procedure—or, in other words,
how the office is organized to perform its work. The techniques
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to be used in testing and in improving the effectiveness of the
office organization will then be considered. These techniques in
clude work simplification, work measurement and standardiza
tion, control of forms and paper work procedures, the profitable
utilization of outsiders in the office function, and the fullest utili
zation of up-to-date office tools and equipment.

The organization o f the
sm all office
As soon as two or more people work together, organizing be
comes necessary. It must be determined then who will be the
boss, who will do what, and who will decide which issues. In
terms of today’s scientific management, this may appear an over
simplification yet it is basically all that makes organizational
planning, with its much debated policies of centralization or de
centralization and so on, such important management issues of
today.
The office, like any other work unit, must be organized—re
gardless of whether it has only a few employees or a host of them.
This task of organization is nothing more than the function of
allocating the over-all work load, establishing the relative au
thority and responsibility of each person in charge of each com
ponent, and introducing the proper work environment. As applied
to the small office, however, one important point is often over
looked. A small business management may look at its office as a
part of the over-all operation and be satisfied that it has been
properly placed in the “organization structure.” But this does not
mean the office itself is organized. Someone—either a full-time
office manager, or a CPA serving in an advisory role—must or
ganize it with the objective of insuring that the office makes a
maximum contribution to business profits.
Organization is at the root of the office function. Witness the
thousands of offices, large and small, staffed with good personnel
and using only the most up-to-date equipment which, neverthe
less, are operating at only a 50 per cent efficiency rate. In many
cases, it is simply due to a lack of organization. No one really
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knows what he’s doing, why he’s doing it, or how his work fits
into and contributes toward the major objective. Such is the im
portance of organizing the office. It is the only way to achieve
the effective operation of the staff as a group. According to vari
ous estimates, about one-half of all management problems orig
inates from organizational defects. There is, thus, reason to sus
pect that the offices with a low productivity rate can attribute it
to poor organization considerably more than half the time.
Stated in another way, the major purpose of organizing is
co-ordination. A well-designed organization will eliminate dupli
cation of effort, enable individuals to work effectively as a team
and prevent confusion over who is to do what work. In addition,
it will call a halt to that favorite office sport, buck-passing, and
discourage the growth of that common condition of too many
Chiefs and too few Indians.
How does one evaluate the adequacy of any office organiza
tion?
There is no such thing, unfortunately, as striking a balance
which will reveal the right answer. Organizational patterns, par
ticularly in the office, are ever changing. As the work loads vary,
as routing procedures are revised, or other seemingly simple
changes are made, the organization will need realignment. If
this realignment is not made by the office boss, the office will
realign itself—probably through trial and error. This is the real
danger. The compounding effect of constant changes can destroy
even the best office organization. Consequently, the organization
must be reviewed and guarded constantly. How is this to be
done by a CPA who cannot devote full time to any single client?
If he will conduct a periodic review of the office organization
of his small business clients, the CPA ought to be able to develop
recommendations for improvement by pondering these basic
questions:
1. Who will be in charge of carrying out the organizational
changes, if recommended? Is this person competent to do it?
The search for answers to these questions is the beginning of the
analytic process. The study will provide, perhaps for the first
time, an honest appraisal of the adequacy of the office supervision,
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the level to which office functions and responsibilities have been
delegated and whether, in fact, there is much sense in continu
ing to examine the situation. Without adequate supervision, the
organization of the office, as well as its entire operation, is bound
to be unsatisfactory. If the office supervisor is competent and
genuinely desires to improve the office, another question is in
order: Are the organizational defects likely to persist because
of the absence of management support?
2. W hat is the position of the office in relation to the over-all
structure of the company? Have the responsibilities and func
tions of the office been clearly defined? Has the proper degree
of centralization of office activities been carefully thought out
and implemented by management? The answers to these ques
tions will mean little, if anything, in the “two-girl” office. But,
in a small business whose size has warranted even a limited degree
of departmentalization, these questions become highly important.
A searching review of the position of the office in the company
structure and of the responsibilities assigned to it—particularly
in a rapidly growing business—almost always discloses a need
for corrections or realignments.
3. Is the organization of the office strengthened by the use of
tools that other businesses have found to be valuable? The big
business often sets up an office-control division whose sole ob
jective is to see that office functions are properly organized,
planned and performed. It evolves standards, measurements,
methods, procedures, manuals and so on. The use of these modern
tools for organizing the work of the office should not be restricted
to the “big” office. The “two-girl” office, of course, hardly requires
the same degree of formal control over operations that an “officecontrol division” would establish for a large company. Yet, many
of these “tools” could be valuably utilized in many small offices
to formally establish the best way of doing things—and keeping
them that way. The degree of formality to be utilized in prepara
tion of the office manual in the organization with 1,000 office
employees, for example, will vary from the one employing an
office staff of ten. The huge company, for example, may need an
office manual which includes step-by-step instructions on the use
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of the adding machine. The small business can probably gamble
on the consequences of omission. On the other hand, the small
business could profitably include instructions on the general use
of office machines and the responsibilities for their care and main
tenance. Even if it only defines the important jobs and proce
dures, the functions within bottle-neck areas, and standard work
practices, it is nonetheless an extremely valuable tool. The small
business is well advised if steps are first taken to “tool up” the
office before systems studies, work measurement programs, and
so forth, are introduced. Attempts to raise the efficiency and pro
ductivity of a small client’s office can prove frustrating and of
little lasting value until the office organization is adequate.
In surveying the office organization of a small client, a worth
while test would include comparing existing practices to the
“Ten Commandments of Good Organization” as copyrighted and
published by the American Management Association, and repro
duced here with its permission.
TEN COMMANDMENTS OF
GOOD ORGANIZATION
There are two kinds of efficiency: one kind is only apparent
and is produced in organizations through the exercise of mere
discipline. This is but a simulation of the second, or true, effi
ciency which springs, as Woodrow Wilson said, from “the spon
taneous co-operation of a free people.” If you are a manager, no
matter how great or small your responsibility, it is your job, in
the final analysis, to create and develop this voluntary co-opera
tion among the people whom you supervise. For, no matter how
powerful a combination of money, machines and materials a
company may have, this is a dead and sterile thing without a
team of willing, thinking and articulate people to guide it.
1. Definite and clean-cut responsibilities should be assigned
to each executive.
2. Responsibility should always be coupled with corresponding
authority.
3. No change should be made in the scope or responsibilities
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of a position without a definite understanding to that effect
on the part of all persons concerned.
4. No executive or employee, occupying a single position in the
organization, should be subject to definite orders from more
than one source.
5. Orders should never be given to subordinates over the head
of a responsible executive. Rather than do this, management
should supplant the officer in question.
6. Criticisms of subordinates should, whenever possible, be made
privately, and in no case should a subordinate be criticized
in the presence of executives or employees of equal or lower
rank.
7. No dispute or difference between executives or employees as
to authority or responsibilities should be considered too
trivial for prompt and careful adjudication.
8. Promotions, wage changes, and disciplinary action should
always be approved by the executive immediately superior
to the one directly responsible.
9. No executive or employee should ever be required, or ex
pected, to be at the same time an assistant to, and critic of,
another.
10. Any executive whose work is subject to regular inspection
should, whenever practicable, be given the assistance and
facilities necessary to enable him to maintain an independent
check of the quality of his work.

and procedures
Once a small office is adequately organized, what are the next
steps to be undertaken in improving the effectiveness of its sec
ond resource: systems and procedures?
Systems and procedures, as far as this bulletin is concerned,
refers simply to the way things are done. There is a tendency
today to associate “systems and procedures” with time and mo
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tion study or other modern scientific methods of studying how
and why things are done. This association, in turn, has led to a
belief that the only person competent to deal with “systems and
procedures” is the trained expert. In the use of highly refined
techniques, this is probably true; but this bulletin will only dis
cuss those techniques of improving office systems and procedures
that are within the competence of the nonspecialist. In any case,
the highly refined techniques are generally inappropriate for small
offices—even if the small offices were willing to consider them.

Work simplification
The foreword to this bulletin offers some startling statistics on
the efficiency and productivity of the average office. To expand
further, it is generally agreed that about 10 per cent of the
clerical effort expended in the average office is wasted on jobs
that shouldn’t be done at all and that about 20 per cent of the
productive effort is being wasted on functions that could be done
less expensively, faster, or more easily. To top it all, the ex
perts generally agree that the remaining 70 per cent of the work
is being performed at about 60 per cent to 70 per cent efficiency.
This situation has been faced realistically by a growing num
ber of companies in recent years. They can offer no simple formu
las for increasing office efficiency; but they have proved to others
that office operations can be accomplished faster, easier and
cheaper if the time is taken to study them closely and question
the need for doing things the way they are done.
The term “work simplification” means just this. It sounds com
plicated, but is not. While an expert systems man, through years
of experience, may ultimately achieve more “simplification” than
the less experienced systems man, the technique is the same and
it may be utilized by anyone.
Work simplification has several formal definitions. In principle,
however, it simply means that work is analyzed to discover a
simpler, less fatiguing, or less time-consuming way of perform
ing given tasks. It follows the basic theory that if waste motion
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can be eliminated by providing better physical facilities or meth
ods, then a greater productivity may be obtained from any given
worker in any given amount of time. Perhaps it is the word ‘‘mo
tion” that has led to the confusion regarding the technical quali
fications required to undertake work simplification studies. The
term motion is used here not in the sense it is used in “time-andmotion study,” but rather in the sense illustrated by the obvious
saving of motion in using a window envelope instead of re-typing
a name and address on a standard envelope.
In short, work simplification can be defined as no more than
an organized use of common sense to search for better ways of
doing things.
It is perhaps appropriate, at this point, to point out the differ
ences between work simplification and what is known as job
simplification. Both are directed at the same over-all goal; but
they do differ. The primary purpose of job simplification is the
optimum concentration of skills at different stations which will
create a better efficiency in getting a given job done. In job sim
plification it is the job, rather than the work that is analyzed in
order to determine which skills might be reshuffled and concen
trated. Job simplification most often means job specialization.
For example, a billing clerk may presently be responsible for a
complete invoicing function on an assigned portion of orders.
She writes the order and next computes it on a calculator for
transferral to an invoice, types the invoice, verifies the accuracy
of the extensions and so on. This clerk is performing a variety of
functions and, consequently, she must be skilled in typing, com
puting, and checking, and must have a knowledge of products
and prices. Job simplification would probably assign one girl
to each of the three primary functions within this operation. This
approach is logical for the following reasons:
1. It is often difficult to hire or train a person who is or can
become proficient in many skills.
2. The training time of clerks can be considerably shortened.
3. Part-time help can often be more efficiently engaged in work
which has been highly specialized.
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4. A person performing the same function over and over will
generally develop a certain rhythm and, accordingly, produce
more.
While a further study of this technique is recommended, this
bulletin will not elaborate further on it, since specialization is not
as readily adaptable to the small office as to the large.
To examine the processes involved in simplifying work, it is
necessary to review the basic concepts of work simplificationkeeping in mind that such concepts are applicable whether a
very simple function is being analyzed or whether an entire sur
vey of a complicated integrated data processing system is con
templated. These concepts are presented in the form of questions:
1. Wherever possible, are source data being captured for re
use in subsequent operations?
2. Are all present operations in the process profitable and nec
essary?
3. Is posting or recopying of records necessary?
4. Are multiple operations being performed simultaneously?
Or can they be performed automatically?
If these questions are asked of a person performing a job, he
will generally answer “yes” to each of them. But the questions
are only starting points. Naturally, if defects had been apparent
to everyone in the office, they would have long since been cor
rected. The work simplification process, therefore, requires an
intense look behind the answers to these questions. For example,
the sales order clerk’s job and work looks to be in good shape.
Automatic typewriters are used, form letters have been carefully
prepared, the job runs well in all respects. W hat else can be done?
An examination of the copies of the correspondence located in
the central files would indicate that the customer inquiries are
handled efficiently and in the best interests of the sales policies
of the company. But, why are copies of the correspondence in
the central files? A further examination will indicate that routine
correspondence of this type is rarely referred to again. The “day
copy” file would more than adequately satisfy the need for a
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copy, without the necessity of filing it, nor the creation of the
extra piece of paper.
Another example is drawn from a company with only fortyfive people on the payroll, but where, in the interests of efficiency,
the latest model of a peg-board payroll system has been put into
use wherein earnings card, check and register are written simul
taneously. This has already saved a considerable amount of time.
The weekly payrolls now quickly balance, and the payroll clerk
no longer finds it time consuming to look for errors by cross
checking one record to the other. Nothing more can be done—
but why is the payroll prepared weekly? Could it be prepared
bi-weekly or semi-monthly?
If these examples are oversimplified, they serve only to illus
trate the point that work simplification is the organized use of
common sense to find a better way of doing something. Further
more, they show that this organized use of common sense also
requires an investment of time in the study of each operation.
The use of that term—“common sense”—should not be mis
construed. The common sense must still be combined with some
technical knowledge and experience. Consequently, in the ap
plication of work simplification to the small office, no one appears
to be better qualified to apply such techniques than the inde
pendent CPA. Because of his experience with office operations
and paper work procedures, as well as his knowledge of available
machinery, equipment and simple office systems, he can offer a
valuable service to his small business clients.
Another word of caution is in order. Work simplification is not
generally effective on the basis of a one- or two-day survey of
office procedures. Rather, it is a way of working. The independent
CPA, the controller, the office manager can contribute independ
ent observations; but the full benefits of work simplification can
be realized only if it is practiced continually by people on the
job. An outside consultant or even an office manager will have
a difficult time enforcing a work simplification program in a small
office unless he is available to assist and guide others. The CPA,
for example, probably knows many of the office personnel in his
small clients’ offices. They should be imbued with the idea of
work simplification during the original survey and encouraged
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to discuss their own ideas for simplifying the office work each
time the CPA visits the premises. Most of the work in a small
office is done manually, and many of the details and methods
are left to the individual performing the job. Consequently, the
employee is often able to be of considerable assistance in a work
simplification program. Even if his work is competently organized,
he can do a good deal toward simplifying it further with proper
encouragement and guidance.
A few CPAs have performed a service in this field for their
small business clients in this way. Recognizing that work simplifi
cation is not a highly involved technique, they have sent a staff
man to the office of a client during a slack period for no other
purpose than to examine his office procedures, using the basic
steps of work simplification. They report that most visits have
led to recommendations for improvements or simplification of
the office processes. Even if no improvements came out of them,
the short visits generated enough client good will to justify the
expenditure of time. At best, it has led to management service
engagements in related or other areas.
W hat if other CPAs elected to try this idea? How would they
proceed? The steps are really so simple and logical that almost
anyone can apply them if the proper approach and atmosphere
of interest has been carefully developed. These are the steps:
1. Select specific pieces of work on which to direct attention.
In starting, focus on the procedures or points that are typically
weak in the office. The directions in which you head may repre
sent only your own ideas in the beginning, but they should reveal
to others what you are looking for and thus guide them in their
own search for further improvement. In simplifying the office
routine and in raising its efficiency, it is not always the big changes
that make the difference, but the cumulative effect of small ones.
As examples of things to look for:
Inspect the filing systems—perhaps in the pricing of invoices
a book is used which must be propped open, flipped back and
forth, and even turned around occasionally in order to find prices.
If the same information were put on an index file mounted in a
desk drawer, what would the saving be? Or does the payroll
clerk keep her pay rates on the conventional index cards or on
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the loose-leaf pages of her little black book? Time might be
saved if this same information were placed on a roll file.
Is photo-copying equipment being used to maximum advan
tage?
Are “one-writing” systems in effect? Many well-proven methods
of eliminating hand transcription are available, and applications
for the use of one or several of them will often be found during
the process of analyzing and simplifying the work of the small
office.
Is the office using pre-calculated tables to full value, instead
of making the same calculations time after time, week after week?
Who is doing what? Without necessarily performing complete
job analyses, attention can be profitably directed to an examina
tion of the functions performed. For example, supervisors or
more experienced people can often be found to be doing routine
work which can be assigned to lower-paid clerks.
2. After the specific areas of work have been selected for ex
amination, the next step is to find out a lot about them. Why is
the work being performed in the present way? Who and what
will be affected by a change? How much will the change cost?
How much time will be required to install it? An examination
of the typical office functions is also helped by seeking the an
swers to certain questions:
a.
b.
c.
d.

W hat is the purpose of the function?
Who uses the product of the function and for what?
When is it done?
How long does it take and what is the volume of
work?
e. W hat equipment is used?
f. Who does it and how often?
g. W hat forms are used?

When all these questions have been answered, as well as any
others that will be suggested in each particular circumstance, the
knowledge gained can then be put to use in developing a better
way of doing it.
3. The third step in the process is to eliminate as many parts
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of the operation as possible. If the function cannot be eliminated
as many steps as possible within the function should be combined
with other parts of the job, or the process should be simplified by
providing more equipment, better tools, or better working ar
rangements.
4. Once convinced that a method change will simplify an op
eration, the fourth step simply consists of making it work. The
change must have the support of the office supervisor and the
person or persons affected by the change. Secondarily, the re
vised method must be followed up to assure the profitability of
the revisions.
That is work simplification. It is not really a mysterious thing;
it is a basically simple and valuable tool of modern-day office
administration. The CPA can make good use of it in serving his
small business clients.

Clerical work measurement
and standards
T here is still another tool available to the person charged with
the efficiency and productivity of a small office. It, too, is largely
misunderstood. In referring to “work measurement and stand
ardization” many people think immediately, and only, of the
stop-watch approach in the hands of an industrial engineer—and
thus neglect what might become a valuable tool.
Work measurement and the establishment of standards in the
office can be simple or difficult, depending on the system used.
Some feel that the more difficult a system, the better it is, but
this has been disproved. It has been argued further that work
measurement and standardization can only logically be applied
to a routine, specialized, purely manual operation, of the kind
generally found only in large offices. The following paragraphs
are by no means intended as a comprehensive treatment of the
techniques of work measurement, but to encourage CPAs to con
sider its application in the offices of their clients.
Office work measurement is simply a method of finding out
the time required to complete a task—to type a typical letter,
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prepare an invoice, or post the day’s receipts. The actual method
used to “measure the work” can be complicated or relatively sim
ple. With the knowledge of what is being done or what can and
should be done in a given amount of time, answers can be found
to the following questions:
1. Is the office worker giving the boss a fair day’s work? This
is the common management question that work measurement will
help to answer.
In the determination of whether employees are producing a
fair day’s work, evaluations of other matters which are important
to the healthy office will emerge. For example, the productive
(and unproductive) employees can be spotted and rewarded ac
cordingly. Further, an intelligent appraisal of “measured work”
—particularly when something is known of the attitude and abil
ities of the employees performing the work—will often focus at
tention on faults in office systems or supervision.
2. Are work loads properly planned and equitably distributed?
Simple analysis of “measured work” can highlight the adequacy
of this important factor in office organization. Only by taking
formal steps to find out who has to do what, when, and in how
much time, can one discover why one employee works overtime
on Mondays and Tuesdays, puts in a normal day on Wednesdays
and Thursdays, and loafs on Friday, while her counterpart across
the aisle of the small office reverses the pattern. Or is this an un
common condition in small offices? If not, redistribution of work
is probably the answer. But why bother analyzing the work each
does? Why not just insist that the “happy family” in this small
“flexible” office help each other? An excellent idea—but experi
ence has demonstrated that this will not alleviate the problem as
effectively as an intelligent rearrangement of work that has been
analyzed through the work measurement approach.
The foregoing are only a few of the advantages and potentials
of work measurement. There are more. A further study of or
actual experience with work measurement will reveal the others.
How can work be measured without resorting to a stop-watch
or some highly technical method? Two alternate approaches are
available, both of them valuable.
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The first and most apparent technique is a comparison of the
productivity attained in one office with that of another. Here is
an area where a CPA, having measured the functions of one office,
can often evaluate the performance of similar functions in other
offices. Even similar functions, however, vary from office to office,
particularly among the small ones. It would be foolish to assume,
for example, that the processing of customers’ checks, once meas
ured in one office, can represent the standard for the same process
in every office in town. If such standards could be universally
applied, there would undoubtedly be a complete and exacting
manual of standard times for all office functions published by a
group such as the National Office Management Association. This
group, expert in the technique of work measurement, has found
a lack of uniformity in functions, even in similar companies,
which precludes this. Nevertheless, the technique of comparing
office productivity, with appropriate adjustment for existing dif
ferences, can still prove to be an effective method of evaluating
present output and establishing new output standards.
The second method of measurement lies in the determination
of simple historical unit-time standards. For example, if the biller
in a small office spends eighteen hours per week processing a
reasonably consistent ninety orders, the present standard is de
terminable. This type of study, perhaps basic in the eyes of the
measurement expert, can nonetheless produce benefits. It is
thought by some to be the most valuable in analyzing the work
content of the smaller office. Further, the standards established
from it are more easily justified. The employees themselves are
responsible for the standard—or at least more so than when time
and motion studies by “efficiency experts” set the standards in
dependently.
In applying the technique to the operations in the small office,
it is usually best to start with fairly repetitive functions subject
to a minimum of exception—such as billing, order pricing, posting,
extension of job or payroll cards, etc. A listing of the functions,
based on observation and discussion with employees, is next
made. A reporting schedule is then provided, and the simple
measurement program can be put into action. Employees, there
after, record on the reporting schedule the work they do during
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the period being observed. Various types of reporting schedules
have been used, some of which are relatively detailed. However,
graphic portrayals of output, or so-called “time ladders,” and
other complex forms, are not necessary. A simple schedule which
provides for a listing of functions performed, together with out
put and times, is all that is needed.
The reports are maintained for a long enough period to obtain
representative information—with peak or slack intervals, if they
exist, included in the reporting period. The individual reporting
schedules are summarized on master work sheets which, upon
completion of the study, will show total productive time used
for each operation, and the quantity of units processed. These
figures are then easily convertible to production per hour, which
becomes the actual historical unit time required to perform the
individual functions.
With this information available, individual employee output
is compared to others performing the same tasks, and significant
variations are investigated before the “average” productivity
which has been computed can be used for the establishment of
a standard. This factor—determining a normal rate of perform
ance—is only one of several factors that must be considered in
measuring actual productivity and determining the future stand
ards of performance. The attained rates of productivity, com
puted on the work sheets, are not only levelled in consideration
of each employee’s “performance rating,” but are also subject to
adjustment and allowance for such elements as personal time,
exceptions, unavoidable delay, fatigue, as well as the unrelent
ing industry of the staff which will generally be apparent in the
reports they have prepared themselves. Adjusted accordingly,
however, performance standards emerge, and office production
becomes measurable.
Some recognized pitfalls in work measurement must be avoided.
One concerns the mistakes which will result from overemphasiz
ing quantity at the expense of quality of output. Another is the
resistance to work measurement among employees that will de
velop if their co-operation is not carefully encouraged. An office
staff will become suspicious and unco-operative if they are left
to believe that work measurement will become a whip in the
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hands of an overzealous manager. If, indeed, it is so misused, it
can destroy employee morale. The support of the staff must be
achieved, by careful explanation of the values and methods of
work measurement, to achieve best results.
Perhaps it is naive, in the face of the scientific management
of today, to stress the applicability of simple techniques of meas
uring office work while showing little enthusiasm for taking mov
ing pictures of clerical workers’ arm movements, mechanizing
each operation, obtaining a high degree of perfection in the stand
ards for each clerical task, or issuing a mass of complicated ad
ministrative reports on clerical efficiency. But there is evidence
that the small business feels (and probably rightly so) that these
refinements are just not worth the trouble. If the CPA compe
tently applies the lesser sophisticated techniques of office work
measurement, the small business management will generally find
out what it most wants to know about the productivity of its
office: are the employees doing a reasonable amount of work
each day, and are the procedures OK?

The control o f form s, reports and
paper work
A bulletin on office management cannot ignore the control of
forms, reports and paper work. Many authorities on office man
agement believe this is the most neglected area in the average
office today—and the one requiring the most attention.
Statistics have dramatized the effort being spent—and w astedin paper work. It is fair to assume that CPAs will be the first to
testify to the magnitude of the paper work problem.
The controller or systems specialist in big business is engaged
in a continual effort to minimize paper work for forms. The typi
cal controller in a company without a systems specialist will con
duct a periodic drive (one calls it his round-up) during which
he will review all internal reports, forms, and paper work pro
cedures. Each drive generally discloses superfluous reports or
obsolete forms which can be eliminated, combined or otherwise
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improved. Office employees in big business, therefore, become
more conscious of the forms they use, and the reports they are
asked to (or decide to) prepare. This state of consciousness cre
ates an atmosphere wherein paper work simplification, and the
control of forms and reports is given a state of continuity not
usually found in the small business.
A paper work survey can produce astonishingly productive re
sults for a small business. Simplification can come about in at
least these two ways.
1. Through the elimination of paper work, reports, and forms,
after a thorough appraisal and a willingness to take a calculated
risk in discarding marginal records.
2. Through the adoption of more efficient procedures and
methods of performing the work. This step will normally include
the establishment of a method by which the use, the design and
re-design of forms is continually controlled.
Improvement of the paper work structure of a small office is
not difficult. The process involves nothing more than an appraisal
of the paper work and reporting methods which may have grown
in the small office through habit.
A few basic questions will illustrate certain areas that might
be inspected and yield clues to how small business management
can receive more and better information from its nerve center
at the same or less cost. For example:
1. Are expensive forms being purchased when similar, but
less elaborate forms, could be prepared on many of the economi
cal reproducing machines available today?
2. Are all of the internal reports typed? How much paper and
time might be saved, with no loss of value in the reports, if this
habitual function were eliminated?
3. Are separate reports compiled from the informational work
sheets requiring more paper and more expenditure of time? Could
copies of the work sheets themselves, reproduced by photographic
equipment, serve equally well as informal, internal reports to
management?
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4. Are all of the internal reports really necessary? Can they
be combined? Does every executive in the small business really
need a copy of all of the other executives’ reports at the frequent
intervals at which they are presently being distributed? Do the
office employees have their private stocks—that is, are they ac
cumulating data which are rarely asked for, but which are k e p tjust in case?

Machinery, equipment and systems
I t would require a separate bulletin to cover adequately the
field of office machinery, equipment and systems. This brief dis
cussion can only note the vast advancements in the development
of economical machinery, mechanical devices and office systems
that may be used effectively in the small office.
One of the biggest office problems confronting the small busi
ness without a controller or office manager is that proper atten
tion cannot be given to the propriety of introducing a new piece
of equipment to the office, even if it has been called to manage
ment’s attention. In addition, the small business is often not
aware of the existence of such tools. It is here that the CPA can
be of particular benefit, through his awareness of the practices
of other small businesses and through his up-to-date knowledge
of new products.
The CPA can provide assistance ranging all the way from the
potential use of electronic data processing equipment to such
simple tools as the various one-write payroll and other bookkeep
ing or accounting systems. This is admittedly a wide area and a
complete knowledge of all of the tools within it is difficult to
acquire and to maintain.
The CPA need not become a specialist in office machinery and
systems. However, as a result of his working knowledge of the
latest techniques and developments in this field, he should be
in a position to suggest appropriate application of the most upto-date methods to small clients.
The CPA who wishes to do a more thorough job of staying
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abreast of the latest developments in this field should review the
suggested reading in the reference list included in this bulletin—
as well as The Journal of Accountancy and other accounting lit
erature which contain a wealth of information on the new prod
ucts of advertisers.

The use o f outsiders to
perform office functions
T he last—though by no means least—important area in which
CPAs can offer valuable advice is the use of outsiders in small
offices.
Big business has learned from experience that outside spe
cialists can often perform office functions more economically, ac
curately, and quicker than their own office staff. Sales personnel
for these service agencies appear to have concentrated their
selling efforts on larger companies. As a result, the smaller busi
nesses are unaware of their existence. In evaluating the wisdom
of acquiring an outside service as a supplement to, or in place
of, its own office staff, small business will generally seek the ad
vice of its CPA.
Many of these outside services are well known; others are not.
All CPAs are probably familiar with the data-processing centers
that have sprouted up all over the country and recognize that
their primary service is now aimed at the smaller business. These
service centers are considered by many to be one of the most
valuable tools available to small business today. They could be
come a priceless boon to a small business which cannot afford
its own data processing equipment and yet requires detailed
information quickly in order to implement management decision.
They could place a small concern on a par with larger competi
tors that are able quickly to process and extract information for
management decisions through their own expensive installations.
The use of a service bureau for data processing, as well as a
service agency to perform any other office function, requires a
small business to work closely with an agency to meet objectives
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effectively and to achieve appropriate controls over the input of
the client and the output of the service. This point deserves to
be stressed, because the CPA must advise the small business and
the service representative as to the objectives and controls that
will be vital to this type of arrangement. As the controller or
specialist in big business programs the work of the data process
ing department, the CPA must also serve as the programmer in
order to obtain effective results.
Data processing service is not the only outside service avail
able. The following list, while by no means all-inclusive, indi
cates the variety of services now available:
1. Many private agencies, as well as many commercial banks,
will now pay all of a client’s freight bills. Obviously, a charge is
made for this service; but if a small business pays freight bills in
volume and has considered the time and effort expended by the
office staff in handling the payments, the cost of this service
might well be justified.
2. Again, with respect to freight bills, the age-old problem of
whether the time, effort and energy expended in training a per
son to check commodity rates and extensions of freight bills can
be solved through the use of an outside service. Traffic agencies
will check rates and extensions as well as provide other valuable
technical advice for a small charge. Often these agencies will ask
only a contingent fee—in other words, a percentage of the savings
achieved through possible overcharge claims. Thus, if a reliable
agency has been selected, a small business usually has much to
gain in deleting this time-consuming function from its office rou
tine.
3. There are the temporary employment agencies. Instead of
imposing overtime on the staff, the client can turn to agencies
which will provide temporary help. Sometimes the agencies will
take certain routine clerical work into their own office. A service
of this sort can be invaluable to a small business confronted with
peak loads or clerical jobs of a nature which require overtime.
4. Small business can also obtain services with respect to cus
tomer credit on a continuing basis from outsiders. Ordinarily
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the agencies not only provide a better (and safer) service than
less qualified staff members; they can also eliminate what is usu
ally a time-consuming operation.
There are—to name only a few—banks that will accept custom
ers’ remittances directly, personnel testing centers, office-clean
ing establishments, and agencies which will prepare payrolls. It
would be impractical, in view of regional differences, to cite every
individual service. It will suffice to say, however, that the use of
outsiders is a technique often neglected in the small business.
The CPA, through his knowledge of the services offered in his
area, can often direct a small business management to the profit
making advantages of engaging outsiders to perform some of the
conventional office functions.

This bulletin has merely touched upon the more significant
areas of office management and has sought to underscore the
point that the modern techniques of office management used by
big business can be effectively applied to the small office.
If practicing CPAs have gained a few ideas, or a new perspec
tive on modern office techniques from these pages, the booklet
will have been eminently successful. If it only succeeds in per
suading CPAs that they can play a valuable role as part-time
office managers for their small business clients, it will have more
than accomplished its purpose.
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H O W A C P A A S S I S T E D IN T H E I N S T A L L A T IO N
O F A C L E R IC A L T E S T IN G P R O G R A M

T he H ilda Marine C ompany has been in the business of repair
ing and overhauling large ships for about three and one-half
years. Almost all of its work is done for the U. S. Government on
a bid basis. Its competitors, for the most part, are among the
largest of the country’s businesses. Yet, with excellent technical
know-how and flexibility, Hilda Marine is able to change direc
tions quickly, to keep its overhead reasonably low during idle
periods, and show a reasonable profit on approximately $6 to $7
million of sales on ten or twelve ships that they are able to “bid
in” each year.
Idle time, when overhead cost is not being absorbed, is Hilda’s
most serious problem. Since their small yard can only handle
one ship at a time, they bid only on ships that are scheduled for
repair when their yard will be clear. Hilda is lucky if one ship
enters the yard as soon as another leaves; more often than not
there is at least an idle week or two between jobs. The operation
is also hampered by a seasonal factor. Except for small jobs,
there is less work available in the four summer months.
Hilda Marine has about thirty people on its permanent staff.
About half of these are officers, technicians or foremen, and the
other half is office help. The permanent people in the office
handle a wide range of functions—perhaps more than the av
erage office—preparing government reports, estimates and bids,
progress and negotiation reports, and so on.
During the months when ships are in the yard almost contin48

uously, Hilda Marine will have from 200 to 300 production
workers on its payroll. During this period, the administrative and
clerical departments have more than twice as much work to do
as during the slow months. Payroll work is heavy, vendors and
subcontractors have to be paid, daily progress reports must be
completed and estimates on “extras” and “change orders” must
be turned out continuously during the course of a job. It has
been the experience at Hilda Marine that about twice as many
office workers are needed for seven to nine months a year as in
the remaining slower months when activity can be handled by
the permanent staff. As a matter of fact, during periods of long
inactivity, even the permanent staff is hard put to keep busy.
Hilda Marine is located on the water front in the New York
City area, a location which most female clerical workers find very
unappealing. There are no luncheon facilities, other than unat
tractive lunch counters, no window shopping opportunities, trans
portation to the area is poor, the office is in an old building and
working conditions are hardly similar to those found in the new
Park Avenue buildings. So, Hilda has a real problem in recruiting
clerical personnel, particularly when applicants are informed that
the work may only be temporary, due to the necessity of cutting
the office staff by 50 per cent each summer.
Experience with employment agencies for both temporary and
permanent help had been generally unsatisfactory. Only what
proved to be “marginal caliber” help had seemed willing to work
in this remote location, and there was a high turnover rate among
those who gave it a try. The agencies themselves felt “the docks”
to be an unattractive environment. Officials at Hilda had always
sensed that the agencies, particularly those for temporary help,
hesitated to send their people to the area. Perhaps if Hilda had
taken the trouble to have representatives of the agencies visit
their installation, they could have shown them that their girls
would be treated better and more courteously than they would
on Madison Avenue. The idea had never occurred to them, how
ever.
For two years, Hilda had drawn upon these conventional
sources to find office help. Why it took so long for them to dis
cover that they had gone about this in the wrong way, no one
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knows. Suddenly, they were awakened to the fact that they had
just the type of labor market they needed in their own backyard.
Only a few blocks away there was a large residential area. On
a few occasions they had successfully obtained a few of their
permanent office workers from a high school in this area.
The answer to Hilda’s office recruiting problem stemmed from
an idea given to them by their CPA. He used his car to visit his
client because of inadequate public transportation. As he drove
through this residential section, he had often wondered why the
company might not obtain more office workers from this district.
In such an area, family income could evidently benefit substan
tially from a second salary, particularly if employment could be
located close to home. Perhaps, too, potential office workers with
families and children to care for might be more interested in
part-time or temporary work than in a permanent job.
The next time the controller of Hilda mentioned his employ
ment problem, the CPA took the opportunity to persuade him
at least to look into the potential of this area, if not by advertise
ment in local papers, at least by word of mouth through their
present employees. The idea quickly blossomed when the mother
of one of the younger permanent workers applied for what she
felt would be the “perfect job.” She wanted to work from October
to May or June, while her younger children were in school, and
to be home with them during the other months of the year. She
said that she had wanted to go back to work for years in order
to help the family income, but had been unable to find an at
tractive arrangement close to home. The young office manager,
who hired office personnel at Hilda, and the controller now rec
ognized the enormous potential of the idea the CPA had given
them. A larger scale recruiting program, under the direction of
the young office manager, went into effect about six weeks later,
when the seasonal need for the “semi-permanent” office staff arose
again. With the help of a few carefully drawn ads placed in a
local paper and by spreading the word to the production work
ers, he found that there were literally hundreds of people in the
neighborhood who seemed interested in working the “short year”
during which school was in session.
Hilda Marine had a very capable controller-treasurer, who re
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cently had become so burdened with estimates, bids, negotia
tions, claims, and management matters, that he had turned the
conduct of the office over to his young office manager. In order
to avoid the office routine, the controller had moved to a different
building which housed the three other executive officers.
In October, when the CPA came in for his quarterly audit,
he learned of the full scale adoption of the new recruiting ap
proach he had suggested. He also had the opportunity of ob
serving the new hiring method in practice. The office manager
had taken on three women in late September, four more about
October 5th, and had hired two more the morning the CPA
arrived. The office manager was, apparently, using the “shape-up
system,” as the company often did on the docks, in his selection
of office personnel.
The CPA relates that of nine people who appeared for inter
views that day, only three were interviewed and two were hired.
Both went to work immediately. The others were turned away
and told to watch the “ads” for the next time more help was
needed. The two who were hired had about a ten minute conver
sation with the office manager, who was proceeding on the sim
ple theory that within a week or two he could tell the good ones
from the bad ones, would fire the bad ones and try a few more.
Asked about how the recruits hired a couple of weeks before
were working out, the office manager predicted that he could
keep about half of them. He was of the opinion that he was hav
ing a lot of trouble with some of his new help, because most of
them were women who had been away from office routine for
many years. The skills which they had once acquired as office
workers seemed to have been lost. Or so he thought.
The CPA also found further that the “profit minded” office
manager was offering applicants on an average about $7 per
week less in each job classification since discovering this new
labor market. He admitted that at the rates he was offering, ap
proximately 50 per cent of the applicants had decided not to ac
cept a job. Nevertheless, he felt that it was a golden opportunity
to cut costs. The CPA seriously questioned in his own mind
whether this might not result in hiring the worst of the lot.
The CPA, after investigating a little further—principally by
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asking a few of the permanent office group supervisors how their
new people were working out—called the controller and asked if
they might have lunch together. It took the CPA little time at
lunch to convince the controller that something was going badly
askew. The controller was grateful for the CPA’s observations
and the warning. He said that he would correct the practice by
making sure that adequate time was devoted to interviews and
by personally talking to each applicant whom the office manager
wanted to hire. Furthermore, the “bargain hunting” technique
would be eliminated in favor of hiring the applicants that ap
peared best qualified at a fair rate.
The controller said that he had been worried that the new
labor market might not really provide the company with qualified
applicants. The CPA did not share his concern and replied that
he still thought the new approach could prove excellent in help
ing the company meet its special labor requirements. He said
that the only problem, as he saw it, was that of using adequate
screening and selection techniques to assure hiring the best peo
ple. The new labor market only made this need more imperative.
Why not introduce a clerical testing program, the CPA suggested,
which could sort out the good applicants from the marginal?
While the controller was deeply interested in what the CPA
had to say, he was of the impression that such a testing program
would be very time consuming, and that a trained personnel man
would be required to give the tests.
The CPA explained that neither of these fears was justified,
that a short battery of standard clerical tests would take only
about an hour to give, that as many as five or six people could
take the tests simultaneously, and that he knew at least one or
two people on the Hilda staff whom he thought would be per
fectly competent to administer the testing program. The con
troller next asked about costs of buying the tests and was sur
prised to learn that a year’s supply could probably be purchased
for less than $100.
Asked about which tests to use, the CPA replied that he would
like to spend a day or so looking over some of the standard ones
and that he might want to get the opinion of a personnel con
sultant whom he knew in Philadelphia. Perhaps, in view of the
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need for testing a somewhat different type of applicant, the con
sultant might have some particular suggestions. It was agreed
to go ahead on this basis.
The CPA had no difficulty in locating and reviewing several
sets of standard tests. Being in New York City was probably an
advantage, for he was able immediately to call three reputable
organizations that published tests. He phoned the personnel
expert in Philadelphia, after he had come to his own tentative
conclusions, and obtained his reactions. The expert had several
suggestions, not as to the CPA’s selection of the tests themselves,
but on the way in which they were to be given to people who
had been away from the business world for some time. He was
apparently afraid the applicants might be frightened if the pro
gram were not handled right.
The following are reproductions from the tests that were
selected by the CPA. Below each test is a brief explanation of
the type and purpose of the test. The tests are reproduced here
with permission of the publisher.
MINNESOTA CLERICAL TEST
(Formerly the Minnesota Vocational Test for Clerical Workers)
by Dorothy M. Andrew, Donald G. Paterson, and Howard P. Longstaff
Name___________________________________ Date____________________________________
Test 1— Number Comparison

Test 2— Name Comparison

Number Right______________________

Number Right______________________

Number Wrong_____________________

Number Wrong_____________________

Score = R— W_____________________

Score = R— W_____________________

Percentile Rating___________________

Percentile Rating___________________

Instructions
On the inside pages there are two tests. One of the tests consists of pairs of names and
the other of pairs of numbers. If the two names or the two numbers of a pair are exactly the
same make a check mark (V ) on the line between them; if they are different, make no mark
on that line. When the examiner says “ Stop!” draw a line under the last pair at which you have
looked.
Samples done correctly of pairs of Numbers
79542
5794367

79524
5794367
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Samples done correctly of pairs of Names
John C. Linder
Investors Syndicate

John C. Lender
Investors Syndicate

Now try the samples below.
66273894
527384578

66273984
527384578

New York World

New York World

Cargill Grain Co.

Cargil Grain Co.

This is a test for Speed and Accuracy. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
Do not turn this page until you are told to begin.
P rin ted in U.S.A . C op y rig h t 1 9 3 3 , The Psychological C orp o ra tio n , New Y ork 3 6 , N. Y.

4 7 -1 0 9 T

This is a reproduction of the instruction page of a clerical test
in common use today. The purpose of this test is to measure an
applicant’s clerical speed and accuracy. The test consists of two
parts: Number Checking and Name Checking. In each part there
are two hundred items consisting of one hundred identical pairs
and one hundred dissimilar pairs. The examinee is asked to check
the identical pairs. The numbers in the Number Checking test
range from three through twelve digits, and the names in the
Name Checking test contain from seven through seventeen let
ters. Separate time limits are used for the two parts. The total
testing time is fifteen minutes.
Scoring is done through the use of cardboard “strip” scoring
keys. The score for each part is the number of correct items
minus the number wrong, up to the line drawn by the examinee.
Items beyond the line are not scored.
Tables of norms are then used to determine the percentile
rating of the examinee. The percentile shows the rank earned
by the corresponding score in the population described in the
table used. The manual accompanying this test includes several
tables of norms from which ratings for various types of examinees
may quickly be made. As an example, a norm table for female
applicants to banks, taken directly from the test manual, is repro
duced on page 55.
The instruction page of the second test selected by the CPA
for inclusion in the battery is reproduced on page 56.
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All Applicants

182
163
153
141

138
134
127

120

114
107
105

101
91
83
68

6235
121
24

75
70
60

50

40
30
25

20
10
5
1

N
Mean
SD

6226
118
27

94
83
74
57

111
103
99

118

136
132
124

183
164
153
140

N um bers Nam es

99
95
90
80

P e rc e n tile

2673
125
23

105
96
90
75

117
110
108

123

140
136
130

186
166
156
144

2672
123
25

102
91
82
67

117
110
106

123

139
136
129

184
166
157
144

Num bers Nam es

General Clerks
Hired

Typists and
Stenographers
Hired

321
130
22

109
102
96
84

124
117
115

130

146
143
137

188
165
159
150

318
124
24

102
91
83
73

118
112
107

125

140
137
130

182
160
153
144

300
129
23

110
100
93
80

123
117
114

128

146
142
136

188
169
159
148

299
133
26

109
99
88
77

124
117
113

132

151
147
139

194
177
169
154

Num bers Nam es N um bers Nam es

Machine
Operators
Hired

____________________ Inexperienced______________________

All Applicants

1496
124
28

100
90
81
62

115
108
104

122

143
139
130

192
173
161
149

1492
122
31

95
83
71
56

114
105
100

122

144
139
130

190
178
165
149

Num bers Names

245
129
27

105
97
88
71

122
116
109

127

142
139
136

198
179
166
151

243
128
29

102
92
83
68

121
111
107

127

147
142
134

194
178
170
152

Num bers Nam es

General Clerks
Hired

193
135
27

111
101
89
73

128
119
116

135

152
150
143

198
176
169
160

193
128
27

103
95
86
72

120
110
109

126

147
142
135

186
177
164
149

Num bers Nam es

Machine
Operators
Hired

164
134
25

112
102
96
79

124
118
114

133

151
149
140

194
173
167
155

162
139
28

117
103
94
82

129
124
120

137

159
154
148

194
184
178
165

Num bers Nam es

Typists and
Stenographers
Hired

______________________Experienced______________________

NORMS FOR FEMALE APPLICANTS TO BANKS

TABLE 3

N
Mean
SD

20
10
5
1

40
30
25

50

75
70
60

99
95
90
80

P e rc e n tile

56
(F irs t)

(M id d le )

(C ity)

(S ta te )

_ ________________ DATE ___________

Score

P e rc e n tile

2. gentle
B. morning

3. supper
C. enjoy

............
4. door
D. corner

C opyright 1 9 4 6 . The Psychological C orpora tion, 5 2 2 F ifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y .

DO NOT OPEN TH IS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Remember— work quickly but accurately.

4 7 -1 6 3 T

If you have any questions, ask them before you begin. No questions
will be answered after you have begun the test.

If you do finish Part I before time is called, do not turn to Part II.
You will be told when to turn to the last page.

You are not expected to answer all the questions. Do as many as
you can in the time allowed. Work quickly and accurately.

Supper is to night as breakfast is to morning. So you should have
written 3B on the line at the right.

1. flow
A. include

Example 3 .................... is to night as breakfast is t o .............

Now do example 3.

First is to one as second is to two. So you should have written 4A
on the line at the right.

DO NOT OPEN TH IS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

SCHOOL _______________________________________________________________________ __________________ GRADE _______________

(S tre e t)

ADDRESS _____________________________________________________________________________

(Last)

This test has two parts. These are the directions for Part I. You will
be told about Part II after you finish the first part.
Each question in Part I is a sentence with the first word and the
last word left out. You are to pick out words to fill in the blanks so that
the sentence will be true and sensible.
For the first blank, pick out a numbered word— 1, 2, 3, or 4. For
the blank at the end of the sentence, pick out one of the lettered words
— A, B, C, or D. Then write the number and the letter you have picked
on the line at the right.
Example 1.................... is to water as eat is t o .............
1. continue
2. drink
3. foot
4. girl
A. drive
B. enemy
C. food
D. industry
Drink is to water as eat is to food. Drink is numbered 2, and food
is lettered C, so 2C has been written on the line at the right.
Now try the second example yourself.
Example 2 .................... is to one as second is t o .............
............
1. middle
2. queen
3. rain
4. first
A. two
B. fire
C. object
D. hill

P rinted In U.S.A.

Norm s Used

Total

P a rt II (N)

P a rt I (V)

NAME___________________________________________________________________________________ _ A G E ________SEX

Alexander G. Wesman

Form A

PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATION TEST

The Personnel Classification Test opposite measures the two
most generally useful aspects of mental ability—verbal reasoning
and numerical ability. Separate scores are obtained for each of
these two factors, which are added for a total score. The test is
essentially a measure of power rather than of speed.
Part I of the test consists of forty questions, similar to the
samples shown in the instructions. There is a time limit of eight
een minutes for this part of the test.
Part II is a ten-minute test of numerical reasoning. It consists
of twenty numerical questions. The following examples have
not been taken from the test itself. They are representative only
of the type of questions asked and are included only to illustrate
the nature and level of the problems used to test the applicant’s
understanding of numerical relationships.
1. Add
7247
864
34
3784

5. Divide
.06 6.024

11. List Price = $180.00
Discounts = 33 1/3%; 2%
Net Price = --------------19. 6 + 2 X 4 - 2 _ _____________
7 -3 + 4 X 2
Scoring is based on tables of norms, provided in the test
manual. The method of determining a percentile rating for the
examinee is similar to that described in the preceding test.
The last tests in the battery were performance measures of
specific skills. Actually, there were only two; one of typing and
spelling; the other of stenographic ability.
The steno test involved taking dictation from a record. The
CPA had explained that the speed of a recorded Stenographic
Proficiency Test, available on either a tape or a record, would
always be consistent.
The typing test was a standard one, consisting of three sections.
In the first, the applicant was shown some typewritten copy
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which had been corrected by the author. The applicant was to
type it in its proper form, and both speed and accuracy were
important in scoring. The following has not been taken directly
from the test, but is representative of the copy the applicant
was asked to type in its corrected form.

The second and third parts of the typing tests are not repro
duced here. Part 2 tested the applicant’s proficiency in another
common form of typing. Part 3 was a spelling test in which the
applicant was asked to review a number of words and indicate
those that were misspelled.
The CPA met with the controller within a few days and ex
plained the purposes and uses of each of the tests. The controller
could see that with this simple battery, the hit-or-miss approach
being used would be eliminated. Hilda would not only learn
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something about an applicant’s occupational skills such as check
ing, typing, stenography and arithmetic, but would also gain
insight into her learning rate and general intelligence.
The final problems in installation concerned who would admin
ister the tests and where they would be given. The CPA and
the controller considered together the qualifications of three peo
ple on the staff who the CPA had thought could competently ad
minister the tests. Two of the people he suggested, in addition to
the office manager, were women who could spare a little time
from their regular jobs to give the tests. One ordinarily served
as an assistant to the chief estimator, and the other was the con
troller’s secretary. While neither had ever had any experience
with personnel, both were mature, intelligent, personable people,
and the CPA had observed that they were always conscientious
in anything they did. Furthermore, both were observant. This
would be very important, for observation of the attitudes and
temperament of the applicants while taking the examinations
would be of real value.
As a testing area an unused office in the building that housed
the executives was selected. It was private, quiet, large enough
and provided a businesslike environment for the giving of tests.
The controller asked that the CPA instruct him, the two women
and the office manager in the use of the tests as soon as possible.
This was done the next day.
These four people took the tests and graded themselves. The
CPA suggested that they next gain some experience by testing
some of their present personnel. He pointed out the need for care
in selecting employees who would not be upset by acting as
guinea pigs. The office manager arranged that during the fol
lowing day, tests would be given to all of the people whom he
had recently hired and to a few reliable volunteers from the regu
lar staff about whom much was known and whom he regarded as
some of his “better” people.
The results were surprising. Tests were given to nine people
from the new labor source and to three members of the perma
nent staff. Only three of the nine new members showed that their
learning ability or mental alertness was the equal of the three
permanent employees. The office manager and controller were
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distressed by the results. They began, once again, to doubt the
quality of the recruits they were now seeing. The CPA, to the
contrary, explained that since the tests showed three to possess
above average qualifications, it proved that the new personnel
source had a rich potential. The controller and office manager
had to agree that if all of the applicants that had been turned
away had been tested, and if only one out of three measured up,
they could still have ended up with many more than the nine
people who had been added to the staff so far. As a matter of
fact, they could have been very “choosy.”
The hiring practice in the office has now been corrected, and
the testing program at Hilda Marine now extends into other
areas.
During the first quarter of 1960, Hilda Marine turned out four
ships which have produced over $2.3 million in revenue. Their
office staff has consisted of twenty-four people. This is four and
one-half people less than they had during the first quarter of 1959,
when only three ships were turned out with a revenue of less
than $1.7 million. Furthermore, everyone feels the office is oper
ating much more efficiently than it was last year, and the costly
turnover of office staff has been cut to practically nothing.
How much of the increase in efficiency is attributable to the
improved selection procedures is difficult to measure precisely.
The controller of Hilda Marine believes that it has made the
entire difference. He sees now that the practice in past years
was merely one of trying to recruit enough bodies, competent
or incompetent, to keep up with the work load. “We have now
seen what qualified people can produce, and it’s just as easy for
us to see that we were operating with many marginal or poor
office workers in the past. Furthermore, we are better able to
put the right people into the right jobs and make sure any weak
nesses that do show up on the tests are corrected by additional
training.”
The CPA has followed the progress of the testing program
with great interest since he introduced it. On his regular visits
he always makes a point of inspecting the office in which the tests
are given and discussing the testing procedures with those who
administer them. His continuing fear is that the testing process
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may deteriorate or become sloppy, in which case its value will
be lost. He sees little danger of this happening, however, as the
office manager is now a big booster of clerical testing. When
ever testing is in process or is about to take place, he makes sure
that everything is in perfect order. He feels it is up to him to
follow up; for after all, he will give you the impression, it was
practically his idea.
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HOW TW O

C P A S (O N E A C O N T R O L L E R A N D O N E

A P A R T N E R O F A S M A L L P U B L IC F IR M ) W O R K E D
T O G E T H E R T O H E L P A S M A L L B U S I N E S S O B T A IN
D E C IS IO N - M A K IN G D A T A

The Brennan F arm T ool and E quipment C ompany is an oldline wholesaler of agricultural machinery, equipment and hard
ware. Its main office is in central Kansas, where the company
began more than sixty years ago. It now employs a total of about
twenty-five salesmen that work from seven branches, all of which
are located in the Midwest. Its sales volume is currently about
$6.5 million. Its product line consists of about 450 basic items
that, with size and model variations, bring the entire number
of products handled to well over two thousand items.
Brennan has a light manufacturing and assembly operation,
but 90 per cent of its sales are derived from products that are
purchased from other manufacturers. Between 1950 and 1957,
Brennan had shown little progress in either sales or profits. While
total sales were up slightly, unit sales were down. Brennan’s
regression was attributable to two causes:
1. Competition was increasing, and a change had occurred in
the structure of Brennan’s markets. They had always done a
good deal of their business with small farmers or local dealers
who supplied the small farmers. With the smaller farms gradu
ally giving way to larger combines, a change had taken place
in the buying methods of the industry.
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2. The most significant reason for the decline was that until
1957 the company had been run by a very elderly family man
agement, which in recent years had become a bit bored and a
bit too rich to work very hard for the company’s future.
In 1957, the family hired a general manager and virtually
turned the entire operation of the company over to him. He
was a man about forty who had been the sales manager of Bren
nan’s chief supplier, the McCarthy Implement Company, located
in a medium-sized midwestern city about ninety-five miles from
Brennan’s headquarters. The new general manager had known
Brennan’s operation well before accepting the position. He had
sold to Brennan for over fifteen years and had worked closely
with the Brennan salesmen, whose own sales naturally influenced
McCarthy’s sales to Brennan.
So, on the offer of a good salary, an option to purchase stock
and the promise that he could run his own show, he accepted.
The new manager knew that the company had been losing
ground for several years. He was confident, however, that the
trend could be reversed with more management attention, and
particularly a revised and more aggressive sales policy. He had
long felt that Brennan’s line was incomplete and that their sell
ing efforts, probably through habits of long-standing, had been
concentrated in the wrong channels. He had many ideas when
he took over.
He found quickly, however, that his method of managing
would have to be somewhat different from what he wanted and
this was attributable primarily to a simple lack of information.
The accounting set up at Brennan was centralized in the home
office. Orders were placed by customers with the local branches.
The branch delivered the goods directly to the customer, if the
goods were in stock. Otherwise the order was forwarded to the
home office. If a branch shipped the order, it was then sent to
the home office for billing. If the entire order could not be
shipped by the branch, items back-ordered were noted on the
order and became the responsibility of the home office to fill.
Each branch maintained its own inventory and did its own
ordering from the head office as it felt the need. All of the bill
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ing and all collections were taken care of by the home office.
At the end of each month, the invoice copies for accounts
of each branch were sorted, totaled and mailed to each branch
sales manager. A record of the total sales by each branch was
recorded, tied into total sales and presented to the management
for “analysis.” This was the extent of the sales statistics main
tained. Some of the branch managers, of course, did a little
analysis of their own. Most sorted their invoice copies further,
in order to see how large local accounts were doing. This seemed
to be their only interest, besides knowing their total sales.
These basic sales statistics were of practically no value as far
as the new general manager was concerned. What he wanted
to know was which products sold, how did the order originate,
how did sales compare to prior periods, and which branches
were doing the best (or worst) job. He felt that he could not
possibly direct an over-all sales program without such facts.
He had always received statistical data and based his supervision,
sales promotion program and other decisions on it.
The accounting, billing, and office administration were super
vised at Brennan by the office manager. He had about twentyfive people in his department. He informed the new general
manager that no other sales statistics had ever been drawn off,
because they had never been asked for. He had never volun
teered them, because an analysis of over a thousand invoices a
month would have imposed a severe burden on his staff or re
quired the addition of at least two or three people, if sales by
products, territories, customers, and so on, were to be broken
down. The office manager told the general manager that he felt
the company had even a bigger information problem with respect
to its inventory. He pointed out that he had been unable to get
accurate inventory figures from the branches, except once every
year on the basis of physical inventories, although he did re
ceive physical estimates from the branches on the faster moving
and more expensive items about every three months. For his
financial statements, he estimated the total dollar inventory on
the basis of these estimates and a “retail inventory” method he
had devised.
Furthermore, he called attention to the sales Brennan lost
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through cancellation of orders that could not be filled because
of lack of stock. He pointed out a recent example: the Hastings
Branch had lost an order because neither they nor the head office
had been able to fill it quickly. He had found out, later, that
the Lincoln Branch had more than enough stock of the item and
that it could have been shipped from there. His order-handling
group would often make phone calls to other branches to locate
“excess” stock and arrange for direct shipment. This created a
paper work snarl, of course, and other branches were usually re
luctant to give up their own inventory or go to the expense and
trouble of filling an order not their own. The chief sales-order
clerk tried to keep track of inventory sent to the branches, but
this was of little value, because there was no record of what had
been shipped to customers, what was returned, or what was on
order from the manufacturers. Therefore, neither the over-all
inventory position of the company nor the individual inventories
of the branches could be determined at any given time.
Nothing was being done to get this mess straightened out, ac
cording to the office manager. He had tried often in the past
to obtain management support to do something about it, but
he had been unable to sell any of his ideas, as they all involved
the expenditure of some money. They all called for more office
personnel and time spent for taking physical inventories or keep
ing perpetual inventories. Management felt that the expense of
this extra paper work was not worth it, and instead of supporting
the office manager’s proposals to correct the situation, believed
that a simpler solution was to keep less stock at the branches
and more of it at the head office. This, they thought, would also
give better control over the buying, and perhaps, too, a little
less inventory could be carried. When this was tried, the office
manager had quickly pointed out the rise in freight cost. He
had demonstrated that the cost of direct shipments of barbed
wire from the home office to eleven customers was $161.24 higher
than if it had gone first as a carload lot to the local branch. Next,
related the office manager, they had tried to reduce this cost by
using freight forwarders instead of direct truck or rail. This,
however, resulted in still slower delivery, and even the branch
managers now complained about loss of sales and demanded
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more local inventory. So Brennan was now back to about where
it had started with continuing confusion in order handling and
buying.
Obviously, Brennan had control and information problems
that were not only adversely affecting sales but the accuracy of
financial statements, inventory level and purchasing policies, and
operating costs, particularly those extra costs of duplicated paper
work occurring when a branch and the home office both handled
the same order.
The general manager thought he might have a solution to
this problem. At the larger McCarthy Company, he had always
received his sales reports and other information from an EDP
installation. Why couldn’t we effectively use one here? The
office manager did not know. He had always thought a company
would have to be “about four times bigger” than Brennan to
justify using EDP. But he confessed frankly, “I just don’t know
much about it.”
Brennan did not have an independent CPA firm. Being family
owned and well financed, there had apparently been no need
for certified statements, and one of the older Brennan brothers,
serving as treasurer, had never thought it necessary to engage
a CPA for any other reason. The general manager knew where
he could get some help. He called his old boss, the president of
McCarthy, and inquired if he could ask the controller of Mc
Carthy to spend a day or two at Brennan looking over their prob
lem and giving him some advice. The controller was a CPA,
and he and the general manager had worked together at McCarthy
for over ten years.
The general manager expected that his old boss could hardly
refuse to give up his controller for a day or so, as Brennan was
one of their largest customers. He was right; co-operation was
promised.
The controller managed to visit Brennan the following week.
His analysis of the problem took very little time. No, he said,
Brennan could not justify an EDP set-up of its own. Further
more, Brennan had no one on its staff at present who was versed
in the utilization of one anyway. It was his suggestion, however,
that an EDP service bureau could provide all the necessary in
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formation once the system had been set up. Did he know of
such a service center? Certainly. He used one himself from
time to time whenever his own equipment was overloaded. And
how about changing the “system”? Brennan’s office manager had
had no experience with EDP, so someone would have to design
the necessary coding for products, territories, customers and so
forth. And someone should work with him to help determine
just what reports he really needed and to make sure the informa
tion was properly accumulated and transmitted to the service
bureau under the proper control.
The controller had the solution to these problems, too. One
of the three partners of McCarthy’s CPA firm was thoroughly
conversant with EDP methods and consulted with him from
time to time in making certain changes in the system at Mc
Carthy. He was confident that he could do a good job for Brennan
and that he would follow through to make sure that the internal
system and the service center arrangement worked well and that
the reports provided accurate and useful information.
The controller offered further help. After the coding and the
rest of the system had been established, he volunteered the use
of the McCarthy equipment to make up reports for the past
years. As soon as the CPA had organized the new system and
program, he would take the invoices of prior years to McCarthy,
have them key-punched on the same basis as the current reporting
and use the McCarthy tab equipment in order that the reports
might be given to the general manager as quickly as possible.
The controller said that McCarthy could easily obtain a few
temporary workers from an agency to do this special job, so it
would not tax the regular staff. The general manager finally
volunteered, in response to a little friendly “needling,” to pay
McCarthy’s costs if the controller would try to keep them “under
a million dollars.”
The controller had the independent CPA call the general man
ager, after he had explained the problem to him briefly. Ar
rangements were made to get started almost immediately.
All of the steps in the CPA’s study of the existing situation
and his design of the system to accumulate the information for
data processing cannot be described in detail in this illustration.
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There were problems of establishing the coding, planning for
physical inventories to obtain starting points for branch inven
tories, the setting up of the various inventory classifications, de
termining what reports were actually needed, how tie-ins and
controls would be provided, and how flexibility could be left
in the system so that changes could be introduced later to change
or supplement the information to be initially obtained. There
was the further problem of input. How would the information
be accumulated and transmitted to the service bureau? All of
this work not only had to be planned, but the CPA had to orient
the office manager in EDP, as well as help him program the
clerical phases of the job, which, of course, Brennan’s office staff
would do.
Brennan was currently using standard bookkeeping machines
to which a punch-tape attachment could be applied. This would
solve the input problem, as the tape would be produced as a
by-product of invoicing.
The CPA was sure that the following objectives could be ac
complished, or problems eliminated, on the basis of the system
he had designed and the reports he and the general manager
had worked out:
1. Analyze Brennan’s sales by product, by branch and, if de
sired later, by individual salesmen;
2. Determine how sales were originating;
3. Have reliable reports on over-all and branch inventories;
4. Improvement in the forecasting of cash and other assets.
The CPA had advised that for the time being, at least, per
petual unit inventories were better handled through a Kardex
system, and he set this up with the office manager. He and the
office manager had agreed that this type of record could be han
dled economically by hand on a daily basis and that it would
be of considerable value in the daily order handling.
The CPA’s next big step was to work with the service bureau
to insure a complete understanding of the information that was
wanted, what the timing and scheduling would be, and how con
trol features were to be provided.
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The average costs for the data processing service would run
about $500 a month. The CPA had previously estimated that
it might run a bit higher than this, so the general manager was
pleased to see it would cost even less than originally planned.
The service agency representative had several helpful suggestions,
one of which was that Brennan’s office manager visit the service
bureau to become better acquainted with both the service of
fered and the techniques that would be used. The representa
tive and the CPA also planned a trial run which, when carried
out, pointed up some problems. The second one worked.
At the beginning of the third month after the CPA’s arrival
on the job the new system went into effect. The CPA and the
agency representative made a visit during the middle of that
month to assure that their instructions were being followed and
that the office manager had everything under control. He did.
By the ninth day of the fourth month, Brennan’s general man
ager received his first set of twelve different reports from the
service center. The following illustrations can only suggest the
nature of the information he received, give cross sections of a
few of them and point up notable tie-ins and control features.
Reports No. 1 and No. 2 were reports of the over-all product
inventories—in dollars. They show beginning inventory, pur
chases, credits, sales and ending inventory. Product codes were
assigned by the CPA to each buyer, so that separate reports could
be prepared for each buyer. A portion of one of the inventory
reports for one buyer is shown on page 70. Report No. 2 is a sum
mary run of all the individual buyer’s reports. Note the tie-in of
Report No. 1 to the Summary Report.
Reports No. 3 and No. 4 were also inventory reports. They are
not reproduced here, as they were similar in form to Reports
No. 1 and No. 2.
Report No. 3 was a dollar report of each branch’s inventory,
by products. In addition to showing branch purchases, credits
and sales, the report showed transfers to or from other branches.
Report No. 4 was a summary of the individual branch inven
tory reports shown in Report No. 3. Branch transfers in and out
were shown in the summary report, the "ins,” of course, can
celling the "outs.” The total dollar inventories of all the branches
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REPORT NO. 1
(Product Inventories by Individual Buyer)
PROD

BEG

PUR
5477.16

302

DITCHERS

12012.16

304

SCRAPERS

4114.76

307

LOADERS

6844.21

309

ACRE A CLEANERS

311

PUMPS

2118.33

314

WHEAT RAKERS

1947.86

322

SNOW HEAVERS

9884.47

326

HAY THINNERS

2941.97

328

HAY RAKES

1911.64

329

WATER LOADERS

10814.91

17084.74

CR

SALES

60.86

4746.18

ENDING MAY '59

2514.07

14975.25

919.44

3134.46

114.77

6729.44

1296.15

20534.77
84.16

1279.88

474.20

2034.17
2753

614.46

330 SNOW FENCE
337

HAY

397

SAW FRAMES

8176.10

398

SPRAYS "C”

4411.14

300

BUYER TOTAL

276412.19

2920.25

6469.91

105.00

482.12

3824.02

3218.59

44212.12

271292.55

1214.06-

42311.07

REPORT NO. 2
(Summary of Dollar Inventories by Buyers)
PROD

BEG

PUR

CR

SALES

ENDING MAY '59

100

BUYER

195200.06

52387.18

794.76

64489.34

182303.14

200

BUYER

246784.44

61494.11

4791.24

89550.27

213937.04

300

BUYER

276412.19

42311.07

3218.59

44212.12

271292.55

400

BUYER

428783.93

91455.76

6204.17

139742.22

374293.30

PRODUCT TOTAL 1147180.62

247648.12

15008.76

337993.95

1041826.03
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equalled the total shown in Report No. 2, the summary of dollar
inventories by buyers. Thus, control was further reinforced.
Most of the remaining reports concerned sales data the general
manager wanted to know.
Report No. 5 was a detailed report of net dollar sales of each
product within each territory. It was presented in such a way
that the month’s activity of each territory could be compared in
product detail to the others.
Report No. 6 was a summary report of monthly net sales by
territory, presented so that comparisons and evaluations could
be made. The total of all sales in this report, incidentally, equalled
the totals in all of the reports of sales. And total sales, as re
ported on all of the service bureau reports was, of course, the
same figure that appeared in the Brennan sales register. The
office manager now provides a monthly sales total to the service
bureau when he forwards the data for processing. The first thing
the service bureau does is to assure agreement of the data re
ceived with the sales register figure.
Report No. 7 contained basically the same information as
Report No. 5, but presented it differently. Instead of reporting
product sales within each territory, it detailed territorial sales
by product. This report was primarily intended for analysis by
the individual branch managers and salesmen.
A small portion of Report No. 8 is shown on page 72. The man
ager considered this report a very important one in enabling him
to guide and control his field sales branches. It shows total sales
of each territory together with a breakdown of these sales by
method of origination. For example, the sale can be a call-in,
or made at a branch by a customer in person, or written by a
field salesman at a customer’s office. The general manager was
naturally curious about the time being spent in the field by
branch salesmen. The following report lists sales made by field
salesmen at customers’ offices in column M3. The CPA recalls
that the manager believed 60 per cent of a territory’s business
should originate in this way. Only a small portion of the first
report Brennan received is reproduced here, but the data are
typical of all the territories. It showed that in almost all terri
tories considerably less than 60 per cent of their sales were origi
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nating this way. Three of the territories recorded less than 30
per cent. There has not been any significant change in the sales
force since this information first became available, but sales
originating by their direct efforts are now much higher. The
general manager apparently found the information he was look
ing for and knew how to use it effectively at the next general
sales meeting. In other words, a lot more sales time is now being
spent in the field.
REPORT NO. 8
TERR

M1

M2

M3

TOTAL

1

SALES BY METHOD

11412.97

1790.09

14407.18

27610.24

2

SALES BY METHOD

5962.74

5294.27

8224.11

19481.12

3

SALES BY METHOD

6137.65

2667.81

4413.31

13218.77

4

SALES BY METHOD

14875.62

6969.26

11896.24

33741.12

Portion Deleted
10

SALES BY METHOD

8418.12

5109.85

7849.52

21377.49

11

SALES BY METHOD

11655.32

7691.30

15647.44

34974.06

194710.46

85120.53

201616.17

481447.16

Report No. 9, reproduced opposite in its entirety, is one that
the CPA had strongly recommended. It is a report of monthly
sales by due date. Special dating and credit terms are common in
the industry, but cash flow, purchasing policy and inventory
levels had never been carefully planned at Brennan. With the
aid of this report, preparation of intelligent forecasts was facili
tated.
The number on the left of the report represents the month
in which collection should be made. Note the tie-in of total sales
to Report No. 8.
Three more reports in the set, Nos. 10, 11 and 12, presented
summary information considered to be the most important to
the general manager, but they are too long to reproduce here.
Report No. 10 was a summary of total sales by product, with
comparative figures for the same month and year to date of the
prior year also shown.
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These last three reports did not contain comparative informa
tion during the first couple of months the service bureau pre
pared them, simply because information on the prior year was
not available. This was where the controller of McCarthy helped
out. Within forty-five days, temporary clerical workers had coded
and punched the prior-year information so that McCarthy’s tab
equipment was able to produce the statistics for the two prior
years. The independent CPA had programmed the work at
McCarthy’s office. This had taken a good deal of careful thought
to insure that proper control be exercised during the job and to
avoid wasted time and effort. For example, information on prioryear inventory levels and other data of only current value were
not necessary. The work was, therefore, confined to developing
the information contained in these last three reports in the in
terest of time for Brennan and also cost for McCarthy (for the
CPA doubted if Brennan’s general manager would ever really
get a bill from his old fellow executive).
Report No. 11 showed individual branch sales by product, for
month and year to date. This information, too, is now pre
sented on a comparative basis.
The last report (No. 12) was a simple comparative recap of
individual branch sales for each month and year to date. It is
the one the general manager of Brennan reads first. For a while,
he had read through the entire set starting with Report No. 12
and working back to Report No. 1. (Perhaps slightly annoyed,
REPORT NO. 9
PER
1

SALES DUE DATE

21400.07

2

SALES DUE DATE

171948.15

3

SALES DUE DATE

114147.59

4

SALES DUE DATE

92418.76

5

SALES DUE DATE

48449.55

6

SALES DUE DATE

31584.16

7

SALES DUE DATE

1498.88

481447.16
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he one day asked the office manager, “Why he had to read these
darn things backwards.” The office manager now has the tabu
lated reports placed in the order in which his boss likes to ana
lyze them.)
The independent CPA has recently been asked to do a little
more work on the system so that it can provide additional in
formation on sales by trade classes and individual salesmen and
give comparative dollar and product sales data on key accounts.
These had not been felt necessary earlier, but are now to be
made a part of the monthly reports. The general manager feels
that with this information he will be on top of everything and
can finally do a job. Actually, he has already raised Brennan’s
sales by 13 per cent over the average of the preceding two years.
Profits are up considerably and, incidentally, statements are now
certified at the close of each year—by the same CPA who found
the opportunity to do a little “selling” of his own. McCarthy’s
controller is still (almost three years later) trying to “negotiate”
his bill for the cost of the temporary help (about $875 actually)
with his old friend. Since the controller’s own EDP reports indi
cate that McCarthy’s sales to Brennan are about 18 per cent
higher than they were in the previous few years, it is understand
able that his “negotiations” are proceeding slowly.
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H O W A C P A A S S I S T E D IN P R E P A R IN G A N
E M P L O Y E E 'S H A N D B O O K A N D A P L A N F O R
E M P L O Y E E O R IE N T A T IO N

T he Ashworth Manufacturing C ompany is a small manufac
turer of paints. It is located in a medium-sized city in the South,
is family-owned, and has an annual sales volume of slightly over
$3 million.
The company has about 175 employees, forty of whom are
in office or clerical functions.
George Ashworth, the president, had thought for some time
that it would be a good idea to have some kind of company bro
chure or handbook. The company was only about ten years old,
had grown nicely, and while it had the usual number of executive
memos describing company policies, benefits and so on, they had
never been drawn together and published in one place. He
wanted something that he could distribute to his friends and par
ticularly to other businessmen in town which would describe
what he felt was his progressive operation and policies. It could
give the company added stature and other public relations bene
fits. After he had seen an owner of a small business distribute
a pamphlet describing his company at a local chamber of com
merce meeting one day, he finally decided to do something
about it.
After asking himself what information should be included in
a Company Handbook, he had decided that his CPA should be
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consulted. He thought the CPA would be more familiar with
the practices of other companies and that he would need the
CPA’s assistance in the actual drafting of the booklet.
The CPA was happy to help, but immediately suggested that
the form of the booklet be an Employee Handbook, rather than
a public relations brochure. Thus, said the CPA, several birds
could be killed with one stone. The booklet could serve, in the
first place, to draw together all the company policies, rules and
benefits in order that employee-employer relationships would
be formally clarified. It would be valuable also as an employee
recruiting tool, as well as for distribution as a general public
relations instrument. The CPA advised further that if they were
to go this far, they ought to finish the job by establishing an
orientation plan for employees at the same time.
Ashworth thought this an excellent approach. He felt that,
while his business was not “big,” it had nonetheless department
alized to a point where he could sense that some of the depart
ments were starting to follow their own independent procedures
and policies.
The CPA and the president undertook to do the job together.
First, the CPA drafted an outline of all of the information he
felt should be included in the Employee Handbook. He drew
on his own knowledge of the company operations and policies
with which he had become intimately familiar during the past
ten years. Secondly, he and Ashworth discussed who was to
prepare the brief write-up in each of the subject areas to be
covered. The president decided that he would write the section
on the history of the company and most of the sections covering
the policies which the company expected the employees to
adhere to. The CPA was to write, for the most part, the sections
that dealt with insurance, social security, unemployment bene
fits and so on. This, the president felt, the CPA was better quali
fied to do, as they involved either taxes or pensions and insurance
plans on which the CPA had been consulted in the past.
The Handbook was written with the view that it would serve
not only for the benefit of office employees, but for all of the
employees of the company, and that it would have public rela
tions values as well. Its basic purpose, however, would be helping
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new employees become acquainted with the company and their
fellow workers, and generally to get new employees off to a
running start on their new jobs. It proved, ultimately, to be
valuable to their employees and even to supervisors, who ad
mitted that some of the rules and benefits were “news to them.”
In addition to the Handbook, the CPA suggested to George
Ashworth that the company use a Supervisor’s Indoctrination
Check List, which he had seen effectively employed in another
small company. Once he was hired, a new employee’s indoc
trination and orientation could then be assigned to his super
visor, who would be responsible to see that all of the steps in the
program were carried out. The CPA pointed out that this kind
of system prevented the possibility that a busy supervisor would
fail to spend the time necessary to help the new employee. The
check list became a part of the employee’s personnel file after
the indoctrination period.
The Table of Contents of the Employee’s Handbook follows,
as it was designed by the CPA and written jointly with the presi
dent. The Supervisor’s Indoctrination Check List that the CPA
prepared is also included.
It is hoped that a CPA wishing to encourage a small business
to develop similar tools can use all or parts of the following as
samples.
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ASHWORTH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Supervisor’s Indoctrination Check List

Employee._______________________________________________
Date started_____________________________________________
Date check list sent to personnel file______________________
Signed by_______________________________________________
Preliminary Preparations for
Reception of New Employee
1. Notification to co-workers of
expected arrival of new em
ployee

2. Work area in order—desk,
chair, supplies —locker as
signed

First Day
1. Hours of work and office
practices reviewed
2. Introduction to co-workers
3. Make sure employee re
ceived Employee Handbook
when hired—answer ques
tions Handbook has prompt
ed so far

4. Review of salary payment,
first check, deductions, etc.
5. Describe company organiza
tion briefly
6. Lunch with supervisor or
sponsor
7. Introductory job instruction

Second Day
1. Tour of other offices
2. Introduction to employees in
other departments

3. Review insurance and retire
ment programs
4. Savings bond plan
5. Further job instruction

Daily Job Instruction Until Employee
Can Work Under Normal Supervision
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W ithin First W eek
1. Review salary program, job
evaluation, merit rating,
overtime policy, sick leave,
vacations, etc.
2. Review promotional possi
bilities

3. Further discussion of com
pany objectives, products,
history, operations, etc.
4. Tour of plant

End of First W eek
1. Review of everything taught
and told to employee to date,
answer questions

2. Informal appraisal of em
ployee’s performance

First Payday
1. Review payroll procedures and salary policies, where checks
can be cashed, etc.
Within First Month
1. In conference session, review company activities and opera
tions in detail. Review organization chart and meet all execu
tives
End of First Month
1. Formal appraisal of employ
ee’s performance, end of
probationary period

2. Review of everything em
ployee in doubt about in
this conference

By End of Third Month
1. Review of all insurance plans
for which employee has be
come eligible

2. Review educational program
3. Formal appraisal of perform
ance under merit rating
Consider salary increase.

REMARKS:

(After completion, this form is to become part of employee’s
personnel folder.)
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Reference list fo r fu r th e r study
A vast amount of reference literature is available for further
study of office management. This list is confined to a few of the
basic texts and periodicals. The American Institute’s library will
welcome the opportunity to guide members in obtaining refer
ence material in areas of office management which have not been
covered in this bulletin.
1.

The Office Management Handbook edited by Harry L. Wylie. Published
by The Ronald Press Company, 15 East 26th Street, New York, New
York. 2nd edition, 1958. Separate paging for each chapter.

This handbook, recommended for the library of the practicing
CPA, provides basic coverage of nearly every phase of office
management.
2.

Office Management and Control by George R. Terry. Published by
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois. 1958. 750 pages.

An excellent up-to-date text which provides a comprehensive
review of the entire field of office management.
3.

Integrated Cost Control in the Office by Frank M. Knox. Published by
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd Street, New York, New
York. 1958. 290 pages.

This is a book in the National Office Management Association
series on office management. Thorough coverage is provided on
the control function—from control over office methods and pro
cedures, to clerical work measurement in the office, work sim
plification, automation and records retention and control. In
cluded is a detailed record retention program which can serve
as a valuable guide.
Other volumes in the NOMA office management series are
devoted to the design and control of business forms, office short
cuts and office space management.
4.

Recruiting and Selecting Office Employees by Milton M. Mandell.
Research Report No. 27. Published by the American Management
Association, 1515 Broadway, New York, New York. 1956. 175 pages.

An excellent report covering the basic elements in the recruit
ing and selection of office employees. Intensive coverage is pro
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vided on selection devices, from the application blank to the
evaluation of testing programs. Sample forms for use in inter
views, performance evaluations, and merit ratings are provided.
For a continuing review of new methods, products and office
management developments, the following periodicals are recom
mended as supplements to The Journal of Accountancy.
1.

The Office. Published monthly by Office Publications, Inc., 232 Madison
Avenue, New York 16, New York.

2.

Office Management. Published monthly by Geyer-McAllister Publica
tions, 212 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, New York.

Both of these magazines, in addition to excellent articles, con
tain information on new products and a good deal of advertising
which can assist a CPA in keeping up to date.
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